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AT ROTARY fUNCTFON — Dr. Harvey Sloane (second from right) chats with two exchange students attending
American schools on Rotary scholarships, and a club member, Dr. Ray Mofield, after speaking to a gathering of
Murray Rotary members and their wives Thursday night. Pictured with Sloane and Mofield are Marta Adrian°, of
Fort Aleza, Brazil, a Rotary Fellowship student attending Murray State University, and Catherine Lewis, of Perth,
Australia, an exchange Rotary student attending Marshall County High. Sloane is the ex-mayor of Louisville and is.





Government is limited in its capacity
to effect change without a partnership
with the private sector, Dr. Harvey
Sloane told over 200 Murray Rotarians
and their wives Thursday Right.
Speaking at an annual Rotary
husband-wife banquet at Kenlake State
Park, Aurora, Sloane said it is that
government-private partnership that
wings results.
The 41-year-old medical doctor and
ex-mayor of Louisville called politics
an honorable profession" and told
Rotarians, "Whether it's president of
the Rotary, serving on the city council,
or,a deacon in the church, if you don't
participate,- -your communities will
suffer.
Sloan is actively seeking the
Governor Julian Carroll Signs 237 Bills
into Law, Vetos Four, Takes Vacation
FRANKFORT,- Ky. ( AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll wound up the 10-day
period allowed for vetoes of legislation
by signing 237 bills and vetoing four.
Then he left the state for a Florida
vacation.
The governor began signing the last
batch of bills at 9:30 a.m. Thursday,
and took just one 10-minute time-out in
two hours, averaging less than 30
seconds a bill.
Eleven of the 444 meaures paased by
the'.978 General Assembly will become
law without Carroll's signature.
Carroll vetoed a bill to allow some
youthful offenders to be tried as adults
for serious and violent crimes. The
Personal checks are acceptable as
•.. cash. In most cases they are, except
when it comes time to make some
--payments to the office of Calloway
• County Circuit Court and Calloway
County District Court.
Due to new Kentucky court system
regulations, both offices aren't ac-
cepting personal checks for some forms
of payment, says Frances Shea,
Calloway County Circuit Court clerk.
The new system has led to some
misunderstanding from persons who
have business in the offices.
Mrs. Shea, in a recent interview, said
that under the new court system,
operated by the state Administrative
Office of the Courts, worthless checks
accepted by a clerk of the court will
come out of the clerk's paycheck; in-
stead of the state court system ab-
sorbing the loss.
"Under the fee system before wor-
thless checks were written. off_ no the
State annual audits. But, now cold
-checks come out of my salary. The
clerk no recourse for collecting," Mrs.
Shea said.
The circuit clerk said the office of
circuit clerk lost over $1,600 last year to
bad checks.
The circuit- clerk emphasized "the
state is not in the position of being a
collection agency."
governor said the state Human Re-
sources Department advised him that
the measure could cost the state abdut
$4.6 million in federal funds over the
next two fiscal years.
Carroll also vetoed a bill to allow
members of the General Assembly
covered by the teachers' retirement
system to apply part of their legislative-
salaries toward retirement benefits.
Carroll vetoed the measure after
retirement system officials said an
amendment to the bill would make a
shambles of the system. Carroll said
the measure as amended would have
expanded the systeem's unfunded
liability.
Under new rules for both the circuit
court clerk's office and the office of the
district court, accepted forths of
payment include cash, bank Eats,
money orders. Personal checks are
acceptable for prepayment of a fine for
non-appearance traffic citations, from
a recognized firm for a garnishment
payment, on condemnation suits, for
filing fees, provided the attorney pays
with his own check.
"The clerk may accept personal
checks in other areas, but he will be
personally liable for collection if the
check is bad," the rules state.
Mrs. Shea said "practically every
circuit clerk in the state" is using the
personal check policy.
"I'm concerned and sorry that I can't
accept personal checks for business
conducted at the office of the district
court and circuit courts," Mrs. Shea
said. "However, it seems unfair that I
should be held liable for bad checks
when so Many. of them can never be
collected. It may appear that the new
system is harsh in some ways,
, however, since itSinception on Jan. 2 of
this year it has proven to be a good
working system." The circuit court
clerk— said that with continued
cooperation of the citizens of the county




The Murray State Thoroughbreds set a school record
Thursday in a 26-4 win over North Dakota. Also, the
Murray State Racer football, team opened its spring
practice yesterday. For complete details and plenty of
pictures, see today's expanded sports section where
sports editor Mike Brandon has all the details.
Mostly sunny and warm today.
Highs from the mid 70s to near 80.
Clear tonight. Lows from the
upper 40s to low 50s. Partly sunny















The governor also vetoed:
—A bill to establish a state advisory
board for day carerenters and homes,
because it mandates that three-fourths
of the the board members represent the
day care industry. Carroll said the
board would in effect regulate itself;
which is not in the public interest.
—The appropriatio section of a bill
requiring the creation of programs
dealing with student absenteeism and
delinquency. Carroll said the $350,000
appropriation for the new law was
included in his budget.
Carroll did not sign a resolution
calling for a constitutional convention
to enact an antiabortion amendment to
the U.S. Constitution, so the message
will go to Congress unsigned.
Bills that will become law without the
governor's signature include one to
require the Ten Commandments to be
posted in all public schoolrooms in the
state; a measure to alloW small




Volunteers with Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad fought two back-to-
back struaure fires Thursday af-
ternoon which threatened adjacent
buildings.
Both fires, reported within a span of
about half an hour, left two outbuildings
destroyed at separate locations -- one
on the AirpOrt Road i KY 783i and
another at Stella.
The two fires marked three the
department fought Thursday. A blaze
about 1:30 Lin. Thursday destroyed the
wood frame home of Mike Parker
located about four miles west of Alm
on KY 464.The departrnent went to the
seoe of the fire again Thursday to..
extinguish a tree that apparently
ignited from the smoldering house
Cause of the fire was unknown.
Department volunteers fought a
blaze about I p.m! Thursday that left a
storage shed destroyed and adjacent
block building damaged on a farm
belonging to Johnny Collins on Airport
Road. Fred Patton called the fire in. the
department spokesman said
Firefighters cooled the building and
kept the flames from spreading to
barn.
The fire apparently erupted from a
tobacco bed area being burned. v‘ it-
nesses said.
AnOth'er fire destroyed a storage shed
at the residence of Masing Rhea at
Stella about 1:30 p.m. ThursdaN
Firemen also kept that fire fro
spreading to a nearby structure. E
cause of that blaze was unkno
Mike and Bren Par r, whose
home and contents were estroyed by
fire about midnight Wednesday, will be
honored at a shower to be tield at the
home of Lynn Crafton. 205'2 North
Tenth Street, Murray, from two to four
p. m. All relatives and friends are in-
vited, Mrs. Craton said. -
- The couple was awakened to find t:..
house in flames, and were barely ablc
to escape from the house. Mrs. Parker,
the former Brenda Collie, dliughter of
Mrs., Obid Burkeen,- was hospitalized
following the fire but is expected to tw
released today.
licenses; two proposed constitutional
amendments to allow up to four
amendments to be submitted to the
voters at one time and to change the
election date of members of the
General Assembly, and a bill to allow
individuals to have police radios in
their homes.
Also scheduled to become effective
without ('arroll's stamp of approval are
a measure to allow persons 15 and a
halfyears-old to obtain a driver's li-
cense; a bill. to increase legislators'
pay: a measure to permit Sunday
racing of thoroughbreds and ap-
paloosas, and a bill making an ap-
propriation for the operation of the
Legislative Research Commission.
Elementary Schools
Pre-registration for students who will
be entering Murray Elementary School
Kindergarten and First Grade for the
1978-79 school year will be held in the
gym at Robertson School_ on Wed-
nesday, April 5, and Thursday, April 6,
from 1:00-4:00 p.m.
If parents are unable to attend on
these dates, registration will be ac-
cepted by telephone after April 6, 1978,
according to Mary Ryan, principal.
Since the Murray Board of Education
voted on March 23, 1978 to implement
the re-organization of the Murray
elementary schools, this means that all
.Kindergartners and First Graders will
be attending school at Robertson School
for the 1978-79 school year, Mrs. Ryan
said.
Representatives from both Carter
and Robertson. P.T.A.'s will be present
to assist with registration.
•
Democratic gubernatorial nomination, •
although he hasn't made a formal
announcement yet. He served a
Louisville mayor from 1973-1977.
"1 nave aoout 130 coffees in Jefterson
County in coming weeks. After that I
plan to start campaigning in the state
excluvely. after April. On a full time
basis, I hope to campaign in every
county in the state in 1978," Sloane told
the Murray Ledger & Times.
A grass roots organization carried
Sloane to the Louisville mayor's office
in 1973 by one of the widest vote
margins in that city's history. Sloane
said he plans to firm his Louisville
poltiical base and start from there.
"My strategy will be no different
regardless of who jumps into the race. I
plan to rim a positive campaign,"
Sloane said.
Sloane called for improving medical
services throughout the state. He said
that economic development (e•nd
education will be important issues hi
his campaign.
-While in office I tried everything I
could to include the responsiveness of
the people," Sloane told Rotarians. He
mentioned his "neighborhood walks" -
through Louisville. "Those allowed me
to stay in touch with the people day in
and day out," he said.
Louisville programs started during his
administration which he called
"partnerships with the people"
unplmentation of the city's first
professional emergency medical
service, creation of the Transit
Authority of River City ( TARC), the
Neighborhood Development Office and
revitalization of Louisville's downtown
area.
Sloane told Rotarians that govern-
ment "seems rather arrogant" often
when dealing with the public.
-Another trait that we sometimes
develop is self pity," Sloane said. "I fell
into that state of bemoaning all the late
nights, abuses from the press, until one
day my wife reminded me that I wanted
the job!"
Murray Rotarians Thursday night
marked their 54th anniversary as a
club.
- Rotarians gave special recognition to
two exchange students on Rotary
scholarships, Catherine Lewis, Perth,
Australia, a Rotary exchange student
attending Marshall County High, and
Marta Adriano, Fort Aleza, Brazil, a
Murray State University junior
majoring in computer science who is on
a Rotary Foundation Fellowship.
Celebration Honors
Lowly Sweet Potato
BENTON, Ky.—Tater Day, the only
known celebration in the nation
honoring the lowly sweet potato, is
Monday, kpril 3.
But, a whirl of activities leading up to
the holiday here are slated throughout
the weekend.
Organized in 1843, Tater Day -1978
marks the 135th for this town of about
6,000 in Marshall County.
Benton Kiwanis Club sponsors the
event each year.
Preliminary events include a four
wheel drive pull and Miss Tater Day
Pageant, with a grand finale Monday—
the annual Tater Day Parade down the
sticets of Benton.
Spliced between Friday and Monday
are a host of activities, geared for the
young and old alike.
Oldsters here say Tater Day grew
from an annual "trade day" every
spring. Among those attending the
trade were farmers form surround
communities who brought sweet potato
plants to town for sale.
A four wheel drive drag race will kick
off Tater Day weekend this year.
Mayfield Four Wheelers Club is
sponsoring the event, set at 8 p.m.
today at the Benton City Park grand-
stand.
On Saturday at noon the Sportman's
Pony Pulling Association will sponsor
the annual pony pulling contest-, also at
the Benton City Park grandstand.
Mrss—Kentucky, Benton's Karen
Gordon, will be mistress of ceremonies
for the annual Miss Tater Day Pageant
Saturday night, beginning at 8 p.m., in
the Benton Junior High gym. Some 40
contestants will be competing in the
pageant with a crown, trophy and $100
prize going to the winner. Miss Tater
Day will preside over the Tater Day
parade Monday.
A flea market is scheduled at the
Bank of Marshall County's parking lot
Sunday and Monday af
"Monday will find the square full of
hiccksters selling thier wares, all sorts
of groups selling goodies, and game
operators," a spokesman said.
Tater Day parade is slated to start
Monday at 10:30 a.m. at the corner of
Dogtown Road and Poplar in Benton.
Every year the parade features floats,
high school bands from surrounding
towns, antique cars, marching groups
and horses. Ell Ford, a Marshall
County resident, will serve as this
year's parade grand marshal. Parade
trophies will be awarded -best float,"
"most unusual participant,- and
"prettiest horse." •
Marshall County Chamber of Com-
merce will be in charge of parade
judging and has requested that persons
planning to enter the parade, contact
the chamber of commerce office at -527-
7663 for pre-registration.
A horse and mule pulling contest is
slated at noon Monday, also in the city
park grandstand. Trophies and Lash
awards go to class winners.
Amusement rides are also expected to
operate in the city park area
throtwhout the weekend.
COOUNG BbAZE — A volunteer ter with Calloviay County Fire-Rescue Squad is shown "cooling" a blaze
on a farm on Airport Rtrad Thufsdayl moon. The fire was one of three strocturefires early Thursday morning and
later in the afternoon. A shower,is planned for one family whose house was destroyed by fire Thursday.
PA




The Murray Shrine Club
held its regular monthly
dinner and social meeting at
the Triangle Inn on Saturday,
March 18, at 6:30
Three new members were
.lobles Paul Redden, Rob Edd
Parrish, and Capt. Robert
Sherman, Jr.
Those attending were Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Jackson,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp,
Mr. and Mrs. Phil. Crihfield,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morris,
"-- -Mr -and- Ws': -et4rtes Mason.
Baker_Mr. -and Mv Tommy
Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Fike, Mr. and Mrs. Don
• Robinson, Mr. and Mrs.
Buford Hurt, Mr. and _ Mrs.
Freed Cotham, Mr. and Mrs.
Bub Stacey, Mr. and Mrs. Cliff
Redden, and Rev. and Mrs.
Henry McKenzie, and Nobles
Roy Folsom, Bob Sherman,
and Leroy Todd. .
Guests of the club were Mrs.
Marylin Reed, Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Moore, Noble Leroy
Aigier, and Mr. Ray Kern.
The next dinner and social
meeting will be held Saturday,
April 15, at the Triangle Inn.
_GALLOWAY GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Galloway, Mayfield Route
Seven, announce the birth of a
baby girl, Amy Elizabeth,
born on Saturday, March 11,
at the Murray-CalToway
Finney, Mr. and Mrs. .Morris---eounty Hospital. -
Bilbrey, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Grandparents are Mr. and
Rodden, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mrs. N. L. Galloway of
Mayfield Route Seven and Mr.
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MAY FIELD PATIENT
Ashley Shelton of Murray
Route Four was dismissed
March 16 from the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Julia S. Dougan of Murray
was dismissed-March 17 froill
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
Americans on the average
spend 22.3 cents of every
dollar on food, alcohol and
tobacco. '
Celebrates 101st Birthday
MRS. MARY REBECCA SMITH celebrated her 101st
birthday on Saturday, March 25, with a party given by
members of her family at the Westview Nursing Home
where she has been a patient for the past few years.
With her here are her two brothers, Henry Sams, left,
age 84, and Herman C. Sams, age 82, both of Fulton,
They are only three children living out of a family of
ten children.
BERNICE BOYD of Murray has the same birthday as
Mrs. Mary Rebecca Smith-and always visits with her
on her birthday and at other times. Mr. Boyd and Mrs.
Smith became friends when his wife was a patient at
Westview Nursing Home for sometime before her
death.
MEMBERS OF ONE of Mrs. Mary Rebecct Smith's
brother's family pose with her on her 101st birthday
party at Westview Nursing Home on March 25. Sitting
with Mrs. Smith are Mrs. Herman C. Sams and Mr. Her-
man C. Sams of Fulton. Standing, left to right, are her
nieces, Mrs. Kenneth (Linda) Adams, daughter of the H.
C. Sams and her...claughtes, -Kay-Adams, and another-
niece, Mrs. Christine Beaver of Murray.
KENNETH AND 1JNDA ADAMS of Murray are shown
with Mrs. Mary Rebecca Smith, their aunt, at her 101st
birthday party at Westview Nursing Home on March
25. Mrs. Smith likes to visit and talk with her friends and




Ice cream cones, given this fanciful chocolate
'n walnut cuff, are too good to pass up. Over hot
water slowly melt one cup semi-sweet real choco-
late pieces with one and one-half teaspoons
vegetable oil Using a spoon, spread chocolate
outside the top third of sugar or regular cones.
Sprinkle generously with finely chopped walnuts.
Place upside down on a plate and chill to set,
about 15 minutes. or until you're ready to fill
cones with a favorite ice cream. Makes 16 party-
size treats. Extras or make-aheads freeze nicely.
01.1 NOW
Kenneth Hoover
University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Be honest with yourself! You know things about
yourself no one else knows. You see things in your
life no one else sees.
Self-deception is one of the most subtle, deceitful,
and undetected forms of si„.11struction. The self-
deceived person makes himself or herself believe a
lie. But, it goes even beyond that! The self-deceived
person believes that lie to be the truth! It is most
difficult to dislodge an erroraneous concept or view
from a self-deceived person. (Proverbs 14:12).
It is better to honestly look within and be truthful
with oneself, and not like what one sees, than it is to
look within and see a mirage or, worse still, refuse
to look because you already know you aren't going
to like what you see. So many people would sees
immediate improvement in their ability to cope
with life, if they would stop playing games with
themselves.
Self-recognition and self-honesty is the first giant
step. Self-determination is needed to make ad-
ditional "truth" stops in coping with his or her life.
Words of practical wisdom come from the heart
of our Creator when He says, "...deny yourself" for
the Lordship of Christ. (Matthew 16:24; Galatians
2:20) Also, when He says, "Examine yourselves..." (11
Corinthians 13:5) We must be honest and open with
ourselves instead of hiding in the faults,
weaknesses and failures at others,
its the greatest thing in the world













2 Big Weeks 2:30Sun.























; MAMA. OUSUCI SOW rl 0
Thru Wed. 7:30,9:20 +
2:30 Sun.
They're down by 39 runs
in the last inning. . .
BUT THEY'VE NOT YET
BEGUN TO FIGHT!
WiTHE IGg
...and there goes the League. PG]
ihrst4/1
7:20,9:25+ 2:30 Sun.I THE
KIRK DOUGLAS F URY
JOHN CASSAVETES R
Late Show Friday & Saturday 11:40
Adult Entertainment









Clot.; ff 4 Big Weeks! 7:15,9:30+ 2:30Sun.
All Seats $3.00•No Bargain Nite.
CATCH THE FEVER
IF YOU'RE NOT SURE YOU HAVE THE FEVER NOW,
AFTER TODAY, YOU'LL SAY YOU ALWAYS DID.
\
111111lig
PARAMOUNT PIcTURES PRESENTS IOHN TRAVOLTA KAREN LYNN GORNEY
rip-cowN
...Catch it
Not Recommended ior Under 17
PARENTS PLEASE READ
Saturday Night Fever is rated R and is not recommended
for anyone under 17. The Bee Gee's music and John
Travolta make it extremely attractive to young teenagers.
This creates a problem both for parents and theatre
management. Before deciding to allow your child under 17
to see Saturday Night Fever, please see it for yourself, talk
to someone who has read Parent's magazine or the
Courier-Journal capsule reviews.
Under 17 teens will be admitted with parents or with writ-
ten permission. Permission slips must include the name of
child, name of picture, parent's signature and phone num-
ber. Parents will be contacted. 22 exceptions will be
made.
During this engagement, all seats for Saturday Night
Fever will be $3.00 and there will be no Bargain Nite.
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Your Individual  
Horoscope 13.41.tv
 Frances Drake 
FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 1, 1478
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gr
Don't be overly aggressive
now. Hassles, useless, time-
consuming disputes could mar
the day. Keep your head above
such troubling waters.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
You may gain more ground
than many now, but also held
back on occasion because
others are feeling under
pressure, opposition. Try to
understand.
GEMINI w
-( May 22 to June 21)
Influences suggest
precautions against needless
errors, intemperate acts and
thinking. Stress your innate
. common sense and
amenability.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) GO
Single-handedly, you can
institute improvements in many
areas, bolster self-confidence in
others, tie up loose ends. Minor
matters may tend to. irk: Don't
let them.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 412
Keep travel and en-
tertainment plans flexible.
Some last-minute changes are
possible, but accept them
graciously. Don't argue poin-
tlessly.
VIRGO
nPI Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A day in which to emphasize
stick-to-it-iveness. Curb an




(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 7-C-1 111
You may run into some
complicated situations. Analyze
carefully; discriminate bet-
ween fact and rumor. Don't
reject- a proffered idea before
you have fully understood it,
however.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nleetC
Give of your know-how and
experience and express your
opinions if asked but, in the




(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Give a new twist to routine to
break its monotony. If an en-





) Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vijfl
Teamwork will be your key to
accomplishment during the
next 48 hours. Even if you have
to call someone at a distance to
help further your aims, don't
hesitate.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
A fine day in which to
capitalize on your unusual gift
for combining the creative with
the practical. You can produce
some excellent resillts now..
PISCES )(C(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) .A
Venture forth where your
beliefs are sound and you are
sure you have the know-how. In
the latter connection, you may
need a bit more experience.
Witik10
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely energetic and highly
.etithusiastic about anything you
undertake, but sometimes drop
projects before you have given
them a chance to prove
themselves. You can achieve
the spectacular in some areas;
are ingenious, spontaneous,
artistic. You could make a great
success as a business leader,
promotion expert or financier.
If drawn to the arts, as you well
may be, you will be highly in-
dividualistic -' especially in
music, painting or the theater.
You are an extremist in
anything you do and people tend
to follow your lead so.. Care!
Birtlxlate of: William Harvey,
physician, discoverer of blood
circulation; Debbie Reynolds
and Ali MacGraw, actresses.
The HAPPY GOODMANS
ARE COMING
APRIL 1, 1978 8 PM




FROM ASH VILLE, N. C.
Sponsor: Calloway County Fraternal Order of Police
Tickets
Adult Advance $4.00 At Door $4.50 Children $2.00 Tickets
on Sale: Christian Book Store, Paris, Tn., Conrad Music
Center Paducah, Ky., or call Kay Taylor,in Murray, Ky.
436-5351.
Miss Tina McKinney Wed
To Mr. Sliger At Church
The wedding of Miss Tina
McKinney, daughter of Mrs.
Betty McKinney and Fred
McKinney of Murray, to
Dennis Sliger, son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. L. Sliger, also of
Murray, was solemnized on




Williamson officiated at the
ceremony read at seven p. m.
For the wedding the bride
was lovely in her full length
gown of ivory overlaid with
chiffon and ivory lace. She
carried a bouquet of white
'carnations, blue and pink
daisies, and baby's breath.
Miss Diana Sliger, sister of
the groom, was the bride's
only attendant. She wore a
blue and beige gown trimmed
with ivory lace and carried a
bouquet of blue carnations
with pink daisies and baby's
breath.
Bryan Warner was the best
, man for Mr. Sliger. The groom
wore a ginger colored tuxedo,
and the bestman wore an ice-
blue tuxedo. They both wore
boutonnieres of white car-
nations tipped in the color of
their tuxedo.
Mrs. McKinney chose to
wear a full length peach
colored gown with a white
carnation corsage tied with
peach ribbon.
The groom's mother was
attired in a full length blue
gown with her corsage of
white carnations with blue
ribbon.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
The bride's table was
overlaid with a white lace
cloth trimmed with blue and
pink ribbons. The wedding
cake was topped with a bride
and groom statuette. Nuts,
SEIBER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Seiber,
1306 Poplar Street, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Adam Wilson, weighing seven
pounds eight ounces,
measuring 20'1 inches, born
on Thursday, March 9, at 12:07
a. m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed by
Tennessee Valley Authority in
the Land Between the Lakes,
and the mother is on leave as a
teacher at East Calloway
Elementary School.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Rebecca Seiber of Chat-
tanooga, Tn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Albert (Took) Wilson of
Murray Route Three.
SCHLOSSER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Scott
Schlosser, 1321 Fairway
Circle, Mayfield, are the
parents of a baby boy, Jon
Erin, born on Sunday, March
19, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs. Lois
Schlosser of Eldorado, Ohio,






106 N. Fourth St.
Will Close Permanently On
Friday, March 31, 1978
at 4:00
Inquires After That Date
Should Be Directed To
753-3649 In Murray
or I. M. Simon & Co.
315 N. 4th St. St. Louis, Mo, 63102
314-231-3350 --
Slimpapmppmassmimmmompm .
Mr. and Dennis Stager
mints, cake, and punch were
served.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Sliger
are now residing at Lakeway
Trailer Court, Murray. Mr.
elot
Sliger is employed at Larry
Wilson Used Cars, and Mrs.
Sliger is a senior at Calloway
County High School.
1Dectit. MT
She's Just a Child!
Don't Make a Move




- The Tau - Ph? Lambda
Sorority of the Woodmen of
the World Society met
recently in the home of Mrs.
Steve Andrus, president.




that might be pursued by the
Welfare Committee and it was
decided that favors be made
for a nursing home for Easter.
Mrs. Andrus appointed a
Scholarship Committee to
work with Murray State
University to set up the
scholarship program for this
fall.. Cynthia Hart was ap-
pointed the chairperson of the




Ann Spann was elected the
Delegate at Large' to the
Executive Council of the
Woodmen of the World.
Plans for the third annual
Kentucky Little Miss Pageant
to be held at Murray State
University, Lovett
Auditorium, May 20-21, were
discussed. Ann Spann,
Chairperson, reported on the
progress of the planning
committee.
While the members were
served the refreshments, Judy










Loretta Jobs, advisor; Donna
Garland; Ann Spann; Laura
Jackson; Bettye Baker; and
Carol McDougal. Laura
Jackson received the door
prize.
VISIT IN MURRAY
Mrs. Marelle Treas and her
daughter, Mrs. Kay Croft and
—tlaughters, Teresa and Leah,
DEAR ABBY: I am a 32-year-old professional man.
single and never married. I recently became attracted to a
very pretty girl who tkorks at a fast-food counter, and I
could tell she liked, me. I asked for six pieces of fish and
she gave me eight. The next day she gave me change for a
five dollar bill when I gave her a one.
After talking to her today,: I found out that she's only a
junior in high school. Could I get into any trouble if I asked
her out? II read that Dostoevski married an I8-year-old
girl when he was 50 and they had a wonderful marriage.)
I need your answer before I make any moves.
BILL
DEAR BILL: Never mind what Dostoevski did; that
was 100 years ago. The schoolgirl to whom you are
attracted either can't count or she's giving her boss's store
away. If you are planning any "moves," I advise you to
move in the direction of a girl 'closer to your own -age.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I recently moved here
from another state, and quite by accident we learned that
my husband has a niece in a private institution within half
an hour's drive from our house. (Ill call this niece "Nellie.")
Naturally we went to visit Nellie at once, after wh we
phoned her mother I my,husband'Veldest sister) to tell her
we had seen her daughter
Nellie's mother objected strenuously to our visiting
Nellie. She said the girl has been a "hopeless -vegetable"
since birth (she is now 28 years old) and it would have been
much better had we left the family skeleton in the closet
where it belonged instead of digging it up! (We ignored her
wishes and continued to visIt Nellie.)
Abby, in the few months we've been visiting her, she has
learned to recognize us and seems so happy to see us. The
head doctor there told us,that Nellie has improved
physically since we've been giving her our love and
attention. He has even let us take her home on Sundays.
The problem is Nellie's rn•Ither. She has asked us to stay
away from her daughter She pays for her support. but,
hasn't visited her once!
Should we continue seeing Nellie in spite of her mother's
objections?
'WON DERING
DEAR WONDERING I can see only good resulting
from your visits. and I continde to give Nellie as
much love and attention as you pOssibly can.
DEAR ABBY: My husband recently-died I think it
would have been nice if the doctor who had taken care of
him during his illness had sent some kind of condolence
message, don't you. Or di,n't doctors believe in that?
WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING. If the patient was only a patient,
all the doctor sends is hi., bill. If the patient has been a
personal friend, the doctor would send his condolences
and a bill.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or • simple do your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a long, stamped 124 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.




LARGE VOLUME LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
[TWILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
AMInn.
along with Randy ffealy, all of
Evansville, Ind., were the
Easter weekscl
Mrs. 'Treas''sister, Mrs. Ben
Hill of Murray.
Wedding Planned
Miss Kathryn Christine O'Brien
and Capt. William Patrick Rooney
Colonel (Retired) and Mrs. John E. O'Brien of Sherwood
Forest, Murray, announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Kathryn Christine, to Captain
William Patrick Rooney, United States Army, son of Mrs.
Ruth Rooney, 71 Walnut Street, Leominster, Massachusetts.
Miss O'Brien is a graduate of McLean High School, McLean,.
Virginia, and Emporia Kansas State College. She is a member
of Delta Zeta Sorority.
Captain Rooney is a graduate of Leominster High School,
Leominster, Massachusetts, and the United States Military
Academy, West Point, New York. He is currently stationed at
Fort Riley, Kansas.
The wedding is scheduled for Saturday, June 10 at two p. m.
in the Main Post Chapel at Fort 'Riley, Kansas. Following the
ceremony, there will be a reception at the Fort Riley Officers'
Club, Fort Riley, Kansas.
Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. Callme—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.
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Pi
DIABETIC CAMP SCHOLARSHIP — Ann Flood, dietitian at Murray-Callaway_ County
Hospital, center, accepts a check for the partial underwriting of a scholarship for a
Cal!pay County child to a two weeks diabetic camp at Rough River Lake, McDanials,
trot members of the Calloway_ County Medical Auxiliary as a part of honoring the
local physicians on Doctors Day, March 3r This camp is sponsored by the American
Diabetic Association with Dr. Duncan R. McMillan, staff member of Norton's Children's
Hospital, Louisville, as director of the camp. The child will be given professional in-
struction in the use of medication and diet for his condition. Medical Auxiliary mem-








In Winter" at eight p.m. in the
University Theatre of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State.
Art exhibits of graphics by
Linda May Pierce, Paris, Tn.,
paintings by James
Alexander, Owensboro,
graphic designs by Linda
Catherine Mueth, St. Louis,
MO., and sculpture by Joseph
W. Emery, Martin, Tn., will
open to the public at the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery of Fine Arts
('enter, Murray State
University, and continue until
April 12.
Saturday, April I
Gospel concert featuring the
Happy Goodman Family and
The Kingsmen will be held at
the Calloway County High
School- gym at eight p.m.,
sponsored by the Calloway
County Fraternal Order of the
Police.
F Hia.singarne M.D.
Mumps And Diabetes Whom
0 Mrs. B. I). writes that
she has heard of a person
having a severe case of
mumps, which -brought on
sugar diabetes: She wants
to know if this is possible.
A. The mumps virus is
potentially a dangerous
cause of infection. It may
result in a systemic in-
volvement not only of the
salivary glands giving the
typical soreness and swell-
ing on the sides of the face
and under the jaw ), but
also of the brain, pancreas,
testicle or ovary.
The resulting inflamma-
tion of the brain (encepha-
litis ) may kill off enough
cells in the inner brain
idiencephalon ) to precipi-
tate the onset of diabetes
mellitus. Certain cells in
this portion of the brain
Control the function of the
pancreas in its formation
of insulin. In addition, the
infection of the pancreas
may damage and kill out
certain cells ( islands of
Langerhans), which are
responsible for the produc-
tion of insulin. The defi-
ciency of insulin, whether
from the effects on the
brain or • directly on the
pancreas, results in dia-
betes mellitus.
The deficiency may be
managed by diet or may
require supplemental in-
jections of insulin, depend-,
ing on the severity.
While mumps may be
referred to lightly, it is an
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NO LIMIT 3 BIG DAYS
DAYS: Thurs., Fri., Sat.
DATES: Mar. 30, 31, Apr. 1





zeWe use Kodak paperFora good look
uncomfortable and dis-
tressing, but is potentially
very harmful.
Sources of Vitamin C
0: Ms. G. P. asks whether
the vitamin C content in
orange juice concentrate is
preserved by the freezing
or-whether it is preferable
to use the juice of fresh
oranges. She notes that
fresh oranges have be-
come expensive.
A: Vitamin C is quite
stable, especially_ when it
is kept at temperatures
below 50 F. Therefore, the
concentrate is a reliable
source of vitamin C.
Of course, vitamin C ( as-
corbic acid ) is a rather
simple chemical and can
be compounded artificially
to make a cheap, but ade-
quate, source of this essen-
tial vitamin.
Vitamin C is available in
tablet form. It has to be
taken with fair regularity
because our bodies cannot
store up a reserve supply
of this vitamin and cannot
make it from other foods.
Remember, other fruits
and vegetables are also
rich sources of vitamin C,
such as lemons, limes,
green peppers, tomatoes





Paintings of country scenes
and flowers by Marcella Rung
will be the speciality during
the month of April at the
Murray Art Guild.
Mrs. Rung is a hobby
painter and has been painting
for twenty years off and on.
She has been painting with her
friends at the Murray Art 
CUM for the -Pairthree of
those years.
Her original local (country
scenes) Benton and Murray
scenes and flowers will be on
display from April 3 to 30 and
, the public is invited to visit the
Guild and view her paintings.
The hours at the Murray Art
Guild are from twelve noon to
four p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday.
GUESTS HERE
Mrs. Sarah Hinman and son,
Kelly Hinman, Memphis, Tn.,
and their sons and brothers
and wives, Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Hinman of Starkville,
Miss., and Mr. ,'and Mrs.
Charles Hinman of Jackson,
Miss., were the Easter
weekend guests of their
mother and grandmother,
Mrs. Christine Rhodes, and
their aunt, Miss MaYme
Whitnell. Mrs. Ann Hamilton
and children, Christine and
Charles Andrew, of Winter
Park, Fla., will be the guests
this weekend in the home of
their mother and grand-




presents an orginal Magpie.
Shoe, plus a cartoon, at Cheri
Theatre, 10:00 a. m. Ad-
mission: $1 per person - adults
free if accompanied by child.
Public performance of show
that will tour local schools and
is being sponsored by school
PTAs and PTCs.
Saturday, April 1
Jazz Festival will continue
at Murray State with a concert
at eight p.m. in the University
Theatre of the Fine Arts
Center, Murray State. Ad-
mission for concert will be one
dollar for students and three
dollars for others.
Murray Woman's .Club will
hold its general meeting and
brunch at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house with Mike Gottfried,
new Murray State football
coach, as guest speaker.
Annual Murray State
University Mathematics and
Science Fair for elementary,
junior high, and high school
students in the region will be
from eight a.m. to five p.m. in
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center. This is
open to the public after twelve
noon at no charge.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Wranglers' Riding Club will
have a potluck supper and
cake walk at the Hazel
Community Center at seven
p.m. Each family is asked to
bring a cake.
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
Free and Accepted_Masons is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at the lodge hall at
seven p.m.
Saturday, April I
Gospel singing featuring the
Century Singers of Marshall
County will be held at the
Dexter Baptist Church at 7:30
p in. Public is invited.
An exhibit on architectural
restoration by Nore Winter of
Denver, Colo., former
Murray, and an exhibition of
documentation with prints,
photos, and collage of the
wrappings of the coast of
Australia by Christo, New
York City sculptor, will open
at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery
of the Fine Arts Center,
Murray State, and will con-
tinue through April 19.
Hand bookbinding
, workshop, sporisdied by the
Kentucky Arts Commission
and Kentucky Endowment for
the Arts, will be held from
nine a.m. to five p.m. in Room
411, Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. An $8 fee
includesall costs.
Sunday, April 2
The Murray Music Teachers
Association will present their
advanced students in a spring
recital at 3:30 p. m. in Old
Recital Hall. (Fine Arts Music
Annex). The p.ublic is invited.
Sunday, April 2
-Workshop on hand book-
binding will continue from
nine a.m. to five p.m. in Room
411 of the Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Reception for Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Edward Tasker, Jr.,
former Wanda Rolfe will be
held at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Rickman, 1564
('anterbury, Murray, from
two to five p.m.
Bands and choirs of
Calloway County High School
will present a concert in the
cafeteria of the school at two
pm.
Murray State baseball team
will playlirown University at
three p.m. at Reagan Field.
Recital by Shela Bondurant,
clarinet, of Paducah will begin
at 3:30 p.m. in the Farrell





the Rev. and Mrs. Henry
McKenzie will be held at the
Murray Woman's Club House,
700 Vine Street, from 2:30 113
five p.m. The family requests
fiat  nbt 'bring gifts.
Countryside Homemakers Club
Meet For Luncheon; Lessons Presented
The Countryside
Homemakers Club held its
monthly meeting at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
on Tuesday, March 14 with the
president, Dinah Westerman,
presiding.
"Do Ahead Meals" was the
educational lesSon presented
by Debbie Shapla who
suggested to many of the
members to bring a do-ahead
dish to the meeting in April.
Carolyn Enoch presented
the clothing lesson on '
Look of Spring." She pointed'The Transportation
out that warm colors and loose
clothing will be the trend this
spring.
The craft lessan on
"Needlepoint" was attended
by Linda Ward, Carolyn
Enoch, and 'Dinah' Wester-
man.
Jean Cloar, county agent in
home enocomics, was present
to discuss the monthly
newsletter. Reports were
given on "Pennies For
Friendship" and the spon-
sorship of a child for camp this
summer. The club agreed to
support one child.
Several members volun-
teered to work or supply a




Linda Beane, Robbie Hale,
Claudia Carson, Wanda
Henry, Marie Wyatt, Joyce
Houston, Faye Ward, Beverly
Special Tea To Be
Held Monday At
-The Lowry Home
Mrs. C. C. (Betty) Lowry
will entertain with a tea at her
home at 1010 Westgate Drive,
Murray, on Monday, April 3,
in honor of Mrs. Walter B.
Ferguson of Lexington ana
Mrs. George Winn of Marion,
who are presidential and
secretarial candidates
--respectively for the coming
year for the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs.
Also special guests for the
tea will be Mrs. Joseph Evans
of Lexington and Mrs. C. D.
Morgan of Leitchfield, past
presidents of the KFWC, and
Mrs. Fred Elliston, Jr., a past
member of the KFWC Board.
Mrs. Lowry is a past
president of the Murray
Woman's Club and a past
president of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs,
and has extended an invitation
for all Murray Woman's Club
members to call at her home
between the hours of two to
four p.m. on meet the can-
didates for the state club of-
fices.
Vance, and Janice Owens.
Vistors present were Patricia
Ward and son, and Eddie
Ward.
Of Interest I o
Senior
Citizens
The leaning tower of Pisa
increases its inclination by




Starting Monday, April 3,
the senior citizens van will
provide transportation for
persons 60 years old and older
who live in the city limits of
Murray to the congregate
meal site. located at the
Community Center on North
L. P. Miller Street ( North
Second Street). For tran-
sportation call 753-0929 by
11:15 a.m. each day.
The congregate meal site is
open Monday through Friday
from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Transportation will be
provided through Thursday.
If possible, persons are
asked to call the meal site at
753-8938 the day before at-
tending the meal at the center.
Lathes Tennis Kickoff
Scheduled Wednesdal"
The ladies day tennis kickoff
will be held in the green room
of the Murray Country Club on
Wednesday, April 5, at 10:30
a.m. -
Patsy Miller and Peggy
Billington, chairmen of the
ladies day tennis activities for
the coming club year, urge all
women of the club who are
interested in playing tennis to
attend the kickoff on Wed-
nesday. Members are asked to




Bible Class will be held
Tuesday, April 4, at 1:30 p.m.
at the home of Corinne Henry,
712 Main Street, Murray.
All interested persons are
invited to attend, Ms. Henry
said.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
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received *sir beaw-deivered
copy of lie Marna Ledger &
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( Specials Good Monday Thru Thursday)
Fresh Fried
Chicken Dinner
Including Salad, Potato & Bread
8 oz.
Club Steak
Including Salad, Potato & Bread
Rib-Eye Steak
Including Salad, Potato & Bread
Opening Soon
For Breakfast &































fellowship is the intimate association
of two or more people. on a friendly
basis. It involves reciprocal knowledge,
love, and endeavor. When Christians
are united in their devotion to Christ,
their testimony for Him will be ef-
fective and their influence will be
wholesome.
Acts 4:32-35
The membership of the :church in
_Jerusalem was  _characterized ba
marvelous spiritual unity. In it'there
was a great variety of -temperaments,
dispositions, and capabilities, but the
members were of "one heart and of one
soul." They were victorious over self-
-seeking, -jealousy-, distruat, and
strife. Their sharing was voluntary,
except as they were prompted by the
Holy Spirit.
- At every opportunity the members of
that church gave personal testimony of
what the Lord had done for them. As a
result of their being filled with and
energized by the .Holy Spirit, their
faithful testimony for Christ was-very
effective.
One of the noble and lovable mem-
bers who demonstrated remarkable
love and great generosity was Bar-
nabas, a Jew and native of Cyprus, who
- had considerable means. In harmony
with the decision of the church to place
all possessions at the command of the
apostles, Barnabas sold his land and
brought all of the proceeds and laid
them at the feet of the apostles. Thus
• his liberality was expressed in deed,
and not in pious words or promises
only. Both his life and his possessions_
were dedicated, to the Lord, and the
latter were distributed by the apostles
on the basis of neetl. -
Acts 5:1-1!
So concerned and generous was
Barnabas that he sold his property and
h E A RI- N
eontr ibuted all of the proceeds obtained
therefrom for distribution to the needy
-brethren. This unselfigi and generous
act resulted in Barnabas becoming the
recipient of considerable appreciation,
honor, and praise.
Desirous of obtaining similar honor
and praise for themselves, Ananias and
Sapphira decided to likewise. However,
their motive for doing so was selfish
and, for that reason, was t_i_gy.!ortlastaf
emultih or 'COniinAdat ion .
Complying with the suggestion of
Satan, Ananias and Sapphira agreed to
sell their property, to pretend that they
were placing the entire proceeds of the
sale in the hands_of the _apostles. and to -
keep back part of the price. This whole
procedure was planned in advance and
both were equally guilty.
This avaricious couple made and
executed thier plan with all the secrecy
possible, and without the least ex-
pectation that their transaction would
ever become public knowledge. Their
-- effort to deceive the Members of the
church was exposed promptly. -They- -
had not deceived anybody except
themselves.
Peter's inquiry as to why Ananias
had allowed Satan to convince him that
he could do such a thing and get by with
it, shocked him. Through the exercise
of devine power Ananias collapsed and
died. Before Sapphira was notified that
Ananias had died young men buried her
husband. About three hours later, she
arrived on the scene, was Interrogated
by Peter, who immediately pronounced
her doom, and then the died instantly.
The destruction of this couple was
sudden, severe, supernatural and
solemnizing. It is not surprising that
great fear came upon the members of
that church and upon all who heard
what had happened. - — -
Heartline is a servjce for senior
citizens. , its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you 'time a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio ' 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped self-addressed en-
velope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a 67-year-old
widow. I receive my deceased
husband's Social Security and a portion
of his company's pension. I also have a
daughter who lives a couple of hundred
Miles away from me. I would like to
visit with her, but it is too far to drive
and flying puts a crimp on my budget
and I do not like the long bus ride. Do
you have any suggestions for me? J.C.
A:$A law passed Feb. 22, 1977 by
President Carter may be your ticket for
an inexpensive vacation with your
daughter. This law allows airlines to
offer reduced air fares on a _space
available basis for handicapped and
older passengers.
Several -airlines have already mLdee,
, proposals to the Civil Aeronalati -
Board (CAB) for didcounts for older
and handicapped persons. Presently,
the CAB has approved proposals by
-- Allegheny and Continental Airlines for
one-third off discount fares — on a -
stand-by bash— for, persons 65 years of
. age and older.- %Fa be eligible, in-
d ividuaLs .1311111.......1211.0bLat—Alleti91
identification cards, which cost $20 and
are valid for two years from the two
airlines.
For people receiving these air fare
reductions, there is no minimum or
maxirminitii—ne to stay at your
destination. And the discounts are
effective t roughout the year except
during peak ' ay  ̀ periods.
'HEARTLINE:ent in my claim
recently for pathology services, and
Medicare did not pay 100 per cent of the
charges. The Medicare _handbook
through Social Security says that
Medicare should pay 100 per cent of
pathology and radiology services. C.W.
A: You evidently misunderstood
what you read. The HEW medicare
handbook says that Mediare will pay
100 per cent of reasonable charges for
pathology and radiology services, not
'00 per cent of the charges.
: "Reasonable" means 80 per cent or 100
per cent of what the Medicare carrier
decides that the doctor should have
charged — 'a reasonable charge for a
given service.
Let's say that the doctor charges $100
for a certain service. The Medicare
carrier -decides that $100 is not
Bible Thought
"Lord, remember- David, and all his
'afflictions." Psalm 132:1 -.
David's prayer, to the Lord js a very
personal one. We need to learn to
and to 
- begin to personalize our prayer lives.
reasonable, that the doctor should have
charged $80. So the percentage the
Medicare carrier will pay is 80 per cent
of $80.
Heartline has developed a simplified
book on Medicare. To order Heartline's
Guide to Medicare, send $1.75 to
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381: Please allow
six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me
anything about the lump sum death
benefit that is paid to the survivors?
Can -anyone receive it or just a husband
or wife? I.C.
A: Anyone can receive the lump sum
death payment, limited to $255 or to the
amount of funeral expenses if less,
unless the spouse of the deceased was
living with the deceased at the time of
death. This surviving spouse receives
the payment regardless of who actually
pays the expenses. In such cases, it is
considered a benefit to the survivor and
not a reimbursement of burial expense.
HEARTLINE: I have read in the
-.paper where a person's Civil Service
pension will now reduce any Social
,,,Security spouse's benefit. I am drawing
my railroad retirement benefits and
my yife is presently working for the
city government. Will the Civil SeF9fee
pensions reduce the railroad
retirement spouse's benefit? N.B.
A: Yes. But for the most part, annuity
reductions for public pensions do not
apply to individuals retiring in the next
years Nno7d.gpeAcierft  buslratIS
and widowers who apply for annuities
since December 1977 will be subject to
such reductions. However, annuitants
on the rolls as of November 1977 con-
tinue to receive their annuities without
any reduction for public pensions. Nor
does the reduCtion apply to wives,
widows, dependent husbands and-
•'dependent Asigliagers who 'are now
eligible, or become eligible, for public
pensions or civil service pensions
before December 1982, regardless of
when they begin receiving railroad
. retirement-or Social Security spouse or.
Widow( er benefits.
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Atchley's Angle By Lowell Atchley
Joe Hall For
Governor?
Joe B. Hall may have a building
named after him.
That's the latest word from a
University of Kentucky committee set
up to name a university building, in this
case, a half million dollar basketball
dorm on the UK campus.
A committee for Naming University
Buildings has recommended the dorm
be named after Hall, who after guiding
the University of Kentucky Wildcats to
its fifth NCAA basketball crown
Monday night, is probably the nations',
best known Kentuckian at the moment.
It, Rowland Etato. and Kidwrt Nowak
— - a
The Fireproof Secretary-
WASHINGTON — The White House
refusal to help Patrieia Roberts Harris,
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development ( HUD), dump a
bureaacratic antagonist has angered
1lbraTs and intensified the cold war
inside the Carter administration.
Immediately at stake is whether Mrs.
Harris takes over the Federal National
Mortgage Assn. ( Fannie Mae) — a
federally chartered corporation which
supports the housing market by buying
conunercial mortgages. But m
more is involved. Backed by both civil
servants and .political appointees at
HUD, Mrs. Harris is a throwback to
Great Society liberalism of the 1960s
which _believed Uncle Sam and his
checkbook could solve all problems.
Jimmy Carter, considerably less
certain than Pat Harris about most
things, does not share - that faith in
government. 'There is, then, an internal
conflict over both style and ideology
---betWeeii -White House policynlakers
and departmental policy executors —
particularly at HUD. But the President
will ,not wield a hatchet. Mr. Carter is
never -inclined to fire anybody, and
even if he were it certainly would not be
the Secretary of HUD. Black and
female, Mrs. Harris is fireproof.
Stylistic differences overshadowed
ideological differences when Mrs.
Harris's struggle with Fannie' Mae
began over a year ago.' A prominent
Washington lawyer before entering the
cabinet, she had served as a well-
qualified director for several com-
panies eager for public display or
blacks,and females. So she was shocked
to find- Fannie Mae's 10 stockholder
directors were all white males.
It was not what Mrs. Harris did next
but how she did it. In her tough-gal
style, she demanded that , Oakley
Hunter, chairman of Fannie Mae, in-
tegrate his board, sexpally and
-racially. Hunter, a 61-year-old con-
servative Republican who served as a
Congressman from California 25 years
ago, was nonplussed. Stunned by what
he considered a personal insult, he gave
not an inch.
The personality clash quickly
became ideological. HUD claitned
Fannie Mae under Republican Hunter
was refusing to buy risky inner-city
mortgages, a claim refuted by Fannie
Mae and the housing industry.,..In no
time, HUD had sufficient grounds to
demand Hunter's ouster. The President
himself agreed to look into it.
Ambassador Robert Strauss, the ad-
ministration's peripatetic Mr. Fiat.
tried to get Hunter quietly to resign.
Failing that, one course remained:
sack Hunter.
But to HUD's astonishment; the
White  Weise blocked the way by finding
no grounds for firing Hunter. that
recommendation came from a 32-year-
old White House domestic policy aide
Letters To The Editor
Appreiate Edition
Dear Editor:
The Calloway County Chapter of
F.F.A. would like to express our sincere
appreciation for your contribution to
our. special F.F.A. -.Edition during




Just a quick note to say thank you for
the fairness and objectivity you showed,
us during the recent controversy 13Ver
funding for this office.
I often' say the only -credible -link
between the taxpayer and their
government is the media and a strong,
independent audit function.
Without your help the restoration of
funds would not have been possible.
You did your part, and I pledge to
continue doing mine. -
Thanks,
George L. Atkins
Auditor of Public AccounLs-
Prarixfarr,
named Orin Kramer who is now
regarded as Benedict Arnold at HUD
, in the words of one HUD official, "that
little creep"). "I'm not going to let this
.tum into another Marston
Kramer- 'told friends. "My job is to
protect the President."
That desire is incomprehensible to
HUD bureaucrats who could nOt care -
for Jimmy Carter's pOlitical hide.
Moreover, while HUD and Mrs.. Harris
seek wider bureaucratic frontiers, in a
style harking back to Lyndon Johnson,
by taking over Fannie Mae, Mr. Gar-
ter's men are more concerned about the
housing - industry in an uncertain
economy. .
The difference' extends beyond
Fannie Mae. The Harris team- at HUD
is_f_rustrated by what it considers
meatax budget slashes by Mr. Carter's
Office of Management and Budget
!OMB). "We are dealing with a bunch
of conservatives,. Including_a con-
servative President," a bitter Harris
advisor told us. _Carter aides believe
HUD is living in a long-gone Great
Society, submitting budgets that
begged for the meatax.
Mr. Carter selected Mrs. Harris for
the cabinet without knowing' Whether
her style or- ideology were faintly
similar to his own. Having picked in
haste, he can epent in leisure — for
there is no chance of firing her. Her
status among black leaders, organized
labor and in Congress wrap her in -
asbestos.
Accordingly, some worried Harris
supporters see the White House refusal
to dump Oakley Hunter as a prod to
force out Mrs. Harris. In fact, however,
that presupposes determination of
purpose and constancy of intent
generally lacking at the White House.
Moreover, Mrs. Harris has her own
friends there. A few liberal presidential
aides share HUD's position on both
Fannie Mae and urban-spending. Some
goft-spoken Georgians assert an - ad-
miration for Mrs. HarRk's
abrasiveness,. The President himself
tries to convince key advisers how
happy heir about HUD's secretary.
Nevertheless, the overriding mood
among policymakers is impatience
with Mrs. Harris. In the latest
bureaucratic infightiffg, HUD is-issuing
regulations to control Fannie Mae and
Isn't It The Truth
In these times of money manipulation
across the seas, it is not how much a
dollar is worth in London, Zurich, Paris
or Bonn, but how to get hold of one right
here—which is to say, money helps a
man fall tO sleep with a smile on his
face.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger di Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of, the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator, or representative
may be reached through. the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121. . .
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston "-
3327 Dirksen • Building Washington.
D. C. 20510 ,
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen.Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg
Washington, D. C. 20515 .4.
STATE LEVEL
'State.  legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
• Assembly is in session by dialing .1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in tare
of the State Capitol Building.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators





201 S. 3rd Street
—
Fannie Mae is preparing a lawsuit to
block them. An overburdened
President, unwilling either to support
or restrain his Secretary of HUD, looks
on- with.uninistakable helplessness.
. Looking Back •
10 Years Ago
. Kathy Hopkins, eight grade student
at Kirksey and daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Edison Hopkins, was champion of
the Calloway County Spelling Bee and
will participate .in the Mid-South
Spelling Bee at Memphis,. In. Darlene
Oliver, Kirksey, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Max Oliver, was the seventh
grade winner. Maggie Battle, Carter,
daughter of .Dr.
was the sixth grade winner.
_ DeAbs reported include Mrs. Lucille
Brandon, age 62, Henry Clinton Crut-
cher, age 74, and Mrs. John Ed (Don-
nie) Waldrop, age 113,
The 45th traffic accident report in the
city of Murray for the month of March
was filed today by the Murray Police
officers.
The Murray State University Tennis
Team, coached-by Jesse Spencer, won
its opening match with Northern Iowa
here.
Josiah Darnall will conduct a singing
school at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ April 1-5.
20 Years Ago
Kay Parker, Bettye Hart, Mary Jane
Austin, Mary Leslie Erwin, Edwina
Kirk, Sandra Evans, Bill Young,
Johnny Pocock, Felecity Hallanan,
Donna Grogan, Mary Anna .Wallace,
and Anne Wrather are Murray High
School students who won honors in the
Speech Festival at Murray State
College. Mrs. Modest Jeffrey is their
coach.
Jerry Shroat, president of the Murray
Training School Chapter of the Future
Business Leaders of America, has been
elected -president of the Kentucky
FBLA at the convention held at
Louisville.
Ernest M. Madrey has been elected to
membership in the American Shor-
thorn Beef Cattle and to the oldest
purebred livestock organization in
America.
South beat North in the Calloway
County Senior All-Star Basketball
game played at HazOY High School.
South players were Willoughby,
McCuiston, Hendon, Green, and Fin-
ney. 'North players -were Curd, Clois,
Bucy, Duncan, Lovett, Gilliam, Taylor,
and-Nesbitt.
"Km Them For-Me staslisug Cdry
Grant, Jayne Mansfield, .and Suzy
Parker is showing at the Varsity
Theatre.
30 Years, Ago
First Lt. Oliver C. Hood M. D., son of
_Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hall Hood of
MurraY.--has completed the Aviation
Medical Examiners. Course at Air
University School of Aviation Medicine
at Randolph Air Force Base, 'San
Antonio, Texas.
ARalph Boyd. Bob Trevathan, Jimmy
Richardson, Joe Rogers, Bill Peters,
ifaac Dowdy, Gus Robertson, Jr., and
Dean Humphries are seniors at Murray
Training School who received letters in
basketball this year. according -to
Coach John Underwood.
Births reported include a girl, Phyllis
Gait; td Mr. and Mrs. Billy Peery on
. March 24.
Polly. Allbritten, June Elkins, Tommy
Alexander, Barbara McCuiston, Sally
Hart, Wilma Elkins, Charles Outland,
A, T. Valentine-, Marilyn. Wilson,Sobby
Spiceland. Rosemary 1.a, and George
Shelton are members of the cast of the
play, "Life At Aunt Minnie's" to be
presented April 2 by the freshman and
sophomore classes at New Concord
High School. •
Charles Baugh will be speaker at the
nieeting of the Lynn Grove High School
• - Parent-TeaCherAssociation on April 7,
....According to Mrs. _James - . Fairiz
• program lea . •
Hail survived a r4toretis season, a
season filled with pressure throughout
from being rated number one most of
the season, pressure from the fans who
not only expected the Cats to win, but to
win big.
But, now Hall has survived the
season. The Cats are at the mecca of
college basketballdom and Hall is the
sweet son of Kentucky.
• HalLshould run for iriVernor in '1979.
I'm not pushing the Joe B. Hall for
Governer plank on his coaching
abilities alone. Although it is obvious he
has certain Leadership abilities,
Right now he's bringing more
notoriety to the state than Terry
8Acilsayer,--Geoega-
Hubbard or Thelma Stovall, or
whoeverelse you care to mention as
possible candidates for governor at this
stage.
It's Hall's low-keyed, glib personality
that wins-him-My vote; -He- doesn't take- -
life for granted. He's a realist. If his
squad played, lousy during the season,
and there were occasions, he said so.
When the Cats thoroughly devastated
Southern Methodist early in the seasbn,
Hall chewed- out his reserves for
blowing a 20 point or do lead. When the
Cats won by 10, Hall talked as if the
game was a 30 point loss. A 20 pOint
spread brought a few' accolades. Thirty
points was good for a few laurels here
and there.
If Hall-decides to run for governor, he
needs to make his announcement
before the beginning of next basketball
season. If he's still coaching, one loss
could mean _losing thousands of vote's.
With Hall's coaching abilities, best
exemplified throughout. the NCAA
tournaments, he should engineer a
victory and win the governor's job.
Lest he have any reservations about
running for gover-nor,- he should
remember the pressures of running the
state of Kentucky are nothing to match,
running the University of Kentucky
basketball 'team.
The first Hall-the-Governor news
conference could go something like
this:
"Mr. Hall. Can you comment on your
victory maigin?" a reporter asks.
"I'll give my opponent a lot of
credit.- Hall says. "He was ahead in
the early going. We were lucky to be a
few -votes ahead at midnight. After
took the early lead I alinost blew it a
couple of times there... A later surge in
returns, finally assured the victory."
"But, coach. . .Er. . . Mr. Hall,- you
won over 75 percent of the votes," the
reporter stammers.
"I know, but a couple of late returns
here and there and it could have been
different."
Another reporter asks about cabinet
heads. ,
"I have a few names in mind," he
says. "And I know one thing, if these
guys are going to play on my team,
they'll have to hustle: . . I tolerate no
loafing in practice. They'll need the
winning attitude. I can't get out there
and whip them up and down the floor.,.
Another question."
A reporter asks what he expects in his
four years as governor.
"The games With the federal
government will be tough. They have
an outstanding center in Jimmy Carter.
And -at home, I expect the state
legislature to .give us some, tough
competition. They're greatly improved
from two years ago.. : ."
The reporters scratch „their heads.
Today In History -
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday,-March 31, the 90th
day Of 1978. There are 275 days left in
the year. -
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1854, the first treaty 
between the United States and Japan
was signed. Two Japanese ports were
opened to trade with the outside world.
On this date,;,
In 1889, the Eiffel Tower was opened
in Paris.
In 1917, the United States took
'possession of the American Virgin
Islands after', their purchase - from
Denmark,, -
In 1943, in World War II,. American
bombers pounded • the shipyards at
Rotterdam in the Netherlands.
In 1953. Dag Hammerskjold of
Sweden was elected secretary-general
of the United Nations.
Ten years ago: President ' Lyndon
Johnson declared: "I shall not seek and
I will not aecept the nomination of my 4
party as president."
, Five years ago: South Vietnamese
President Nguyen Van Thieu left for
Washington to seek assurance that the
United States would underwrite the
survival of a non-Communist South
Vietnam.
One year ago:. A friendship treaty
was signed by the Soviet Union and the
former Portugffese territory of
Mozambique.
. Today's birthdays: ' Former High
Commissioner for Germany John
McCloy is 83 years 'old. Entertainer
Henry Morgan is 63.
Viought for tcrday : There's one kind
of MX that would win universal ap-
proval a tax_ on the other person —
anon,
ss• • 11,,.."
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Writer Picks Royals As Team
To Beat In AL West Division
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Can the stand-pal Kansas
City Royals hold off the
challenge of the free-spending
Texas Rangers and California
- Angels in the American
League West?
It seems to get tougher and
- tougher each year," says
Manager Whitey Herzog, who
has piloted the Royals to
consecutive division titles,
only to lose to the New York
Yankees each time in the
ninth inning of the fifth and
final playoff game.
"But now," he adds, it
looks like the '78 race may be
the toughesryet."
The Royals didn't go after
any of the expensive free
agents, but they did get relief
ace Al Hrabosky in a trade
with the St. Louis Cardinals.
And they have a pair of
rookies who could crack a set
lineup — center fielder Willie
Wilson and outfielder-first
baseman Clint Hurdle.
Kansas City's basic strength
is the players who have won
more than 90 games three
years in a row. The set
positions are Al Cowens in
• right, George Brett at third,
Fred Patek at short, Frank
White at second, Darrell
Porter catching and Hal
McRae as the designated
hitter.
But they may lack for pit-
ching depth unless Andy
Hassler develops some con-
sistency to go with Dennis
Leonard, Jim Colborn and
Paul Splittorff in the regular
rotation. Hrabosky and Doug
Bird provide a strong lefty-
righty bullpen.
But Texas has almost as
many backers as new players.
The __Rangers added, slugging
outfielders Al Oliver and
Richie Zisk and pitchers Jon
Matlack, Ferguson Jenkins
and Doc Medich.
We will present a strong
lineup on a daily basis and we
figure to have strong pit-
• ching," says Manager Billy
Hunter, who led the Rangers
to a pennant-winning .645 pace
after he took over. .
The pitching will have a
decided New York flavor.
Doyle Alexander, Dock Ellis
and Medich are ex-Yankees,
Matlack an ex-Met. Paul
Lindblad is the bullpen ace,
but watch a youngster named
Len Barker, who struck out
seven of 10 Boston batters he
faced in one 19'77 game.
Rifled-armed ,Jim Sund-.
berg, the Gold Glove catcher,
is a vastly improved hitter and
the infield is set with Mike
Hargrove at first, Bump Wills
at second, Bert Campaneris at
short and Toby Harrah at
third. Zisk will be the DH with
Oliver, Juan Beniquez and
Claudell Washington from left
to right in the outfield.
Despite last year's fifth-
place finish, California
Manager Dave Garcia says
this year's edition is the best
team ever to represent the
Angels."
Outfielder Joe Rudi and
second baseman Bobby Grich-
are back from crippling in-
juries that produced much of
last year's disappointment.
Rudi will "be joined in the
outfield by free agent Lyman
Bostock, who finished second
to Minnesota teammate Rod
Carew in the batting race with
a .336 average, and rookie
sensation Ken Landreaux or
free agent Rick Miller.
Few teams have as exciting
as 1-2 pitching punch as Nolan
Ryan and Frank Tanana. The
rest of the rotation will come
from Paul Hartzell, Ken Brett,
Chris Knapp and Don Aase.
Slugging outfielder Bobby
Bonds, who came from
California and becomes a free
agent next fall, is this year's
rent-aster for Bill Veeck's
third-place Chicago White
Sox, who lost Zisk and Oscar
Gamble, their two top home-
run hitters, in the re-entry
draft.
Bonds had more homers and
runs batted in than anyone on
last year's club and also stole
41 bases. The White Sox as a
team swiped just 42. Ralph
Garr and Chet Lemon, both
fast, will likely join Bonds in
the outfield, and there's even
more speed in promising Thad
Bosley, who came with Bonds
in the trade with the Angels.
Ron Blomberg is the DH.
The infield has hard-hitting
Lamar Johnson at first, Jorge
Orta at second, Alan Ban-
nister at short and Eric
Soderholm at third and Kevin
Bell, the goodlooking 1976
rookie third baseman, has
recovered from a knee injury.
Jim Essian is the No. 1
receiver.
However, pitching is still the
major problem.
The Minnesota Twins lost
two-thirds of their outfield —
RBI champ Larry Hisle and
Bostock to free agency.'
They still have first baseman
Rod Carew; baseball's best
hitter with a .388 average, and
20-game winner Dave Goltz,
but there's a vast rebuilding
job to do.
PRACTICE OPENS — Doug Shetton hauls in e pass while
defensive beck Tim Tyler Moods as the Roars go through
drills. Spring practice officially kicked off Thursday and for
more photos and the story, see page eight.
Wei !Nieto by Me Illeardea(
Racer Tennis Team Gets
Split, Wins At Eastern
The Murray State men's tennis team went to 5-4 on the
season by splitting matches Thursday.
In Lexington in an afternoon match, UK handed the Racers
a 7-2 loss but in Richmond in an indoor night match, Murray
State handled host Eastern Kentucky by the same 7-2 score.
Freshman Ftagnar Felix, who plays at number one for the
Racers, had the biggest day as he won 7-5, 7-5 over Ken-
tucky's number one player, Scott Smith.
In other singles play against the Wildcats, Chris Leonard
lost 1-6, 6-2 and 4-6 at number two to Jack Webb; Roger Ber-
thiaume fell 4-6 and 14 at three to Lyndell Pickett; Jan
Soegaard lost 0-6, 4-6 at four to Scott Webb; Jeff Leeper won
6-1 and 7-6 at five over John Moneypenny and at number six,
Tom Lie lost 4-6, 1-6 to Martin Lashapelle.
Kentucky, which is 12-5 this season, won all three doubles
matches in straight sets.
Murray's win over Eastern was important and impressive.
Last year, the Racers lost a 5-4 match to the Colonels so
again, it shows the Racers have improved.
Ragnar Felix won 6-4 and 6-3 at number one over Eastern's
Steve Alger, the defending OVC champion at the second
position. In other singles play, Chris Leonard won 7-5 and 6-2
at two over Curt Huerman; Roger Berthiaume won 4-6, 7:6
and 6-2 at three over Don Briscu; Inn Soegaard won 6-2 and 6-
3 at four over Rick Vadish; Rick Leeper won 6-0, 6-2 at five
over Glen Ragland and at six, Tom Lie lost 3-6 and 3-6 to Bob
Landrum.
Murray won two of the three doubles matches.
Felix-Lie lost 6-7 and 1-6 at number one to Alger-Brisco;
Leonard-Leeper won 7-6, 5-7 and 6-3 at two over Huerrnan-
Vadish and at three, Soegaard and Mike Costigan won 4-6, 7-5
Quagications an 6-2 over Ragland-Landrum.
hrurray plays at Indiana State today. The Racers are now
ALLADEGA, Ala. (AP) —
Six Hours of Talladega top-10
qualifying begins today.
Several teams used Thur-




lap records for Camel GT cars
were two identical turbo
- Porsches driven by Peter
Gregg and Hurley Haywood,
both of Jacksonville, Fla.
They turned in speeds of
126.317 miles per hour over the
four-mile road course.
Manager Gene Mauch
predicts there Will be "enough
good hitters on either side of
Carew to keep those pitchers
honest with him." He names
right fielder Dan Ford, cat-
cher Butch Wynegar, short-
stop Roy Smalley and third
baseman Mike Cubbage, plus
lefty DH Glenn Adams. But
much depends on whether Bob
Gorinski and Willie Norwood
can fill the outfield gaps.
The Seattle Mariners
finished sixth in their first
season, largely because the
Oakland A's are in the same
division. The Mariners have
some punch in outfielders
Ruppert Jones and Lee
Stanton, first baseman Dan
Meyer, third baseman Bill
Stein and catcher Bob Stinson
and they've added a couple of
free agent bats in Bruce
Bochte and Bob Robertson.
But the pitching staff is a
mass of sore arms.
The A's are still in Oakland,
which means the American
League still has Charlie
Finley to kick around. Center
fielder Bill North is the only
holdover from the glory days.
There might be some
improvement, though,
because last year's promising
youngsters have a year's
experience. The best ones are
outfielders Mitchell Page, and
Tony Armas, third baseman
Wayne Gross, shortstop Rob
Picciolo and pitchers Rick
Langford, Pablo Torrealba
and Bob Lacey.
The A's also have veterans
in catcher Manny Sanguillen,
DH Earl Williams and first
baseman Dick Allen. Trade
acquisitions Gary Alexander
(catcher), Dave Revering
( first base) and Gary
Thomasson (outfield) should
help.
Prediction: 1, Kansas City.
2, Texas. 3, California. .4,






The acquisition of Dennis
Eckersley has made the
Boston Red Sox really believe
they can win the American
League pennant. The ap-
pearance in camp of Vida Blue
has convinced the San
Francisco Giants there really
is a Vida Blue. And a nine-
inning performance has made
Randy Jones really believe he
can pitch again.
Eckersley, a hard-throwing
right-hander who won 14
games, including a no-hitter
for Cleveland last season, was
obtained by the Red Sox
Thursday, along with catcher
Fred Kendall, from the
Indians for pitchers Rick Wise
and Mike Paxton, infielder
Ted Cox and catclier Bo Diaz.
Blue rejoined the Giants.
Blue, a fireballing left-hander,
had practiced only one day
with the Giants since being
obtained from the Oakland A's
for seven players March 15.
After that, he said he was
unhappy with his contract and
went to his mother's home in
Mansfield, La.
And Jones matched his
complete game total of last
season with a route-going
effort as the San Diego Padres
beat the California Angels 7-2
in an exhibition game.
The Baltimore Orioles
dropped a 3-2 exhibition game
to the Atlanta Braves, the
winning run scoring on a wild
pitch by Scott McGregor.
In other exhibitions: run-
scoring singles by Ron
—Blomberg and Royle Stillman
highlighted a three-run
seventh-inning that helped the
Chiiago White Sox edge the
New York Yankees 3-2.
Detroit's Jim Slaton went
eight innings, spacing five
hits, for his fourth straight
victory as the Tigers defeated
the Pittsburgh Pirates 3-1.
Rod Carew, the six-time AL
batting champion, drove in
three runs with a single andi
Hurry!











Come on out and talk with one of our
salesmen. Now's the time to save!
Cain's, AMC, Jeep, Inc.
806 Coldwater Rood • 753-6448 - Morray
Open Evenings By Appointment
double, while Geoff Zahn and
Greg Thayer combined for a
six-hitter as the Minnesota
Twins blanked the Montreal
Expos 4-0. Two-run homers by
Dwight Evans, Bernie Carbo
and Jack Brohamer backed
the four-hitpitching of Bill Lee
and Bill Campbell as the
Boston Red Sox rocked the
New York Mets 8-0.
Jim Mason's run-scoring
single in the 10th inning lifted
the Texas Rangers to a 6-5
victory over the Kansas City
Royals. The Cincinnati Reds
got the winning run in the 11th
inning when St. Louis reliever
Butch Metzger overran Mike
Lum's tap toward the mound
in topping the Cardinals 5-4.
The San Francisco Giants
clubbed five doubles, in-
To Face Surgery
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) —
Bob Stewart, a Cleveland
Barons defenseman, will enter
University Hospital in
Cleveland Monday to undergo
surgery to repair both his
ankle and knee, according to
Barons officials.
Suffering from tendinitis in
his. ankle, Stewart also h
ligament and cartilage
damage in his knee. The burly
defenseman has played the
entire season, despite his
injury.
The National - Hockey
League team also said
defenseman Jim Neilson may
have suffered a broken finger
in Cleveland's 7-3 victory over
Minnesota Wednesday. The
15-year veteran was expected
to have X-rays taken Friday.
cluding a two-run shot by
Mario Guerrero, during a five-
run third inning en route to a 7-
4 triumph over the Cleveland
Indians. Al Woods' eighth-
inning homer gave the
Toronto Blue Jays a 3-2
decisicrn over the Philadelphia
Phillies.
And Bill Stein's four hits,
Dick Davis' three-run homer
and solo homers by Don
Money and Lenh Sakata led a'
17-hit Milwaukee attack as the
Brewers blasted the Seattle
Mariners 12-4.
Race Set
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) —
Drivers representing 12 states
and Canada are scheduled to
race this weekend at Trenton
Speedway in the second an-
nual Dog-Leg 200-mile
modified stock car cham-
pionship.
Time trials, scheduled for
1:30 p.m. Saturday, will pare
more than 60 entrants to the
fastest 40 cars for the ;46,000
event. The race is scheduled
for Su ay on the 11.2-mile
track.
J' h'' of Westland,
Mich., surprised the field last
year by winning the event in
his first modified stock car
race.
Former winners at Trenton
in the fall Race of Champions
who are entered this weekend
include Geoff Bodine,
Maynard Troyer, Ray Hen-
• drick, former national driving
champion Richie Evans and
Fred De-Sarro.
0. 
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE



















T-strap uppers of soft imitation leather.




REG. 2.00 1 44
•
Black canviS uppers
with full sponge in—







7 76 REG. 8.99
Woven uppers with polished wooden
wedge trimmed in rope. Cushioned in-
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'Breds Set School Mark
By Scalping Sioux 26-4
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Al Thompson had quite a
workout Thursday afternoon
at Reagan Field. In fact, he
had such an afternoon, it's
likely he'll remember it for
the rest of his life.
Thompson may have a sore
arm for the next few days as
the result of Murray State's
marathon baseball game with
North Dakota. However, he
didn't get the arm problems
from pitching.
You see, Thompson, is the
scorekeeper for the 'Breds
and he put in some overtime
as MSU won a 26-4 laugher
over the Sioux.
- The 26 runs is a new
school record. The old mark of
24 came against Louisville in
1973.
- The 'Breds nearly
walked their way into the
record books in a couple of
other departments. First of
all, North Dakota used six
pitchers and they gave up a
total of 16 walks. That total is
just three shy of the dubious
mark set by Chicago Circle.
- Leadoff hitter Al Luigs
drew five free passes and that
total was just one off a 20-year
record held by LaVerne
Billinger.
Naturally, if a team scores
26 runs, you'd expect a few
homeruns. There were two in
the game, to be exact, .And
believe it or not, botlfahomers
came by North Dakota.
Steve Schweigert had a two-
run homer deep into cen-
terfield in 0% second inning
off southpaw starter Mark
Miller while in the eighth
inning, Rod Mayer blasted a
two-run shot into rightcenter
off Jack Schraw.
Otherwise, the baserunners
were zipping around the paths
like the electronic baseball
machines that eat up quarters
in game rooms.
It was good therapy for the
'Breds though. MSU, which
had been hitting shots only
right at people, continued
hitting shots against North
Dakota. A lot of them went
right at North Dakota and of
course, right past them as
they made nine errors in the
game.


































































W-L IF ER H SO ERA
0-0 1 0 0 1 0.00
1-0 15 4 17 3 2.40
0-1 10 7 8 3 6.30
2-1 22 4 17 8 1.64
1-0 7.2 3 4 5 3.38
1-0 5 1 7 3 1.80
1-0 4 2 3 0 4.50
2-2 24 7 23 20 2.62
3-0 19 5 16 17 2.37
0-0 4 2 4 5 4.50
0-2 14.1 5 12 4 3.21
1-1 24 3 15 13 1.12
12-7 152 43 125 82 2.55
We heard you.
You've had it with flimsy machines. You want
a tough, durable garden tractor. We got
tough. We've got the full line of Case Garden
tractors and attachments and we'd like to
demonstrate the huge difference between
tough Case equipment and the lightweight
stuff you've seen around town. Get on over
to our place and... Get %ugh!
McKeel Eiss]
Equipment Co., Inc.
183 WORM, Murray 7113-3142
••••
the 'Bredslitt-were into places
like the gaps in leftcenter and
rightcenter, over the second-
base bag and just out of reach
of the shortstop. •
In fact, the 'Bredsliit So well
that over-one-string, they had
five consecutive basehits.
MSU coach Johnny Reagan
was also able to experiment a
little with his pitching. Miller,
who hadn't pitched this
season, went four innings and
-
gave up three hits, one of
which was a two-run homer.
Miller, a graduate of Calloway
County High School, got credit
for the win.
South Bend native Jack
Schraw, plagued with injuries
last year, saw his first action
on the mound and gave up four
hits while also being touched
for a two-run, four-bagger.
Schraw fanned five batters.
The last inning was hurled
Citrus League At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Thursday's Games
Toronto 3, Philadelphia 2
Texas 6, Kansas City 5
Cincinnati 5, St. Louis 4
Boston 8, New York N 0
Milwaukee 12, Seattle 4
San Francisco 7, Cleveland 4
San Diego 7, California 2
Chicago A 3, New York
A) 2
Minnesota 4, Montreal 0
Atlanta 3, Baltimore 2
Detroit 3, Pittsburgh I
Friday's Games
Boston vs. Montreal at
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Chicago vs. Cincinnati at
Tampa, Fla.
Richmond vs. Atlanta at
West Palm Beach, Fla.




Kansas City vs. Baltimore
at Miami
Philadelphia vs. New York
NI at St. Petersburg, Fla.




. Chicago N vs. Cleveland
at Tucson, Ariz.
Minnesota vs. San Diego at
Tijuana, Mexico
California at Los Angeles
Saturday's Games
St. Louis vs. Philadelphia at
Clearwater, Fla.
Montreal vs. Toronto at
Dunedin, Fla.
Atlanta vs. Kansas City at
Fort Myers, Fla.
Boston vs. Detroit at
Lakeland, Fla.
Chicago (A)vs. New York
N at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Pittsburgh vs. Cincinnati at
Tampa, Fla.
Texas vs. Houston at Little
Rock, Ark.
San Francisco vs. Oakland
at Mesa, Ariz. 
Chicago i N i vs. Milwaukee
at Sun City, Ariz.
Seattle vs. Cleveland at
Tucson, Ariz.
New York IA I vs. Baltimore
at Miami, Fla.
California at Los Angeles
Minnesota at San Diego






TO Till OPPOSITE FIELD - Note the position of Al Luigi' ar-
ms sac his stoics. Luigs is hitting the ball to leftfieW, or the
opposite field far him. Luigs had two hits sad was on bass
seven times u he also drew five walks.
Tom Fehrt: Batting At
417 Pace Over Season
By Tony Wilson
MSU Sports Publicity -
When Tom Fehn strides to the plate,- you can be sure
something is going to happen - at least 98 percent of the
time.
With only 3 strikeouts in 122 at bats over the past two
seasons, Fehn, an Evansville, Ind., native, has been Murra)
State University's most consistent batsman this season as
the 'Breds have raced to an 11-7 record.
He's currently hitting at a .417 clip despite playing the dif-
ficult role of designated hitter, a position that requires the
ability to come off the bench cold and perform with the bat.
"I just try to put the ball in play when I'm hitting," Fehn
said modestly during Murray's 2-0 win over Missouri last
Wednesday. "I think I'm seeing pitches better than I ever
have.
The 5-foot-9 lefthanded hitter displayed some neound
power recently when he blasted a three-run homer in a win
over North Dakota. "I think that was the first home run I've
ever hit. I don't remember hitting one even in little league
'He's proudest, though, of his ability to avoid strikeouts.
realize that hitting in fie No. 3 spot in the lineup requiresnw-
to get a piece of the ball." And he's always done it con-
sistently, whiffing only eight times during his entire high-
school career.
Fehn hit a potent .324 last season as he played in about half
of Murray's games, and Coach Johnny Reagan predicted
„before the '78 season that he Would be one of the toughest outs
on the squad. -
- "He's certainly proven that," Reagan saidos'And-lve seemr
to be At his best in the most competitive situations."
by Anna, Iii., freshman Kevin
Bourland who faced four men
in the final inning, walking one
and retiring the other three.
Murray scored two in the
first as Tom Fehn, continuing
his hot hitting, tripled in a run
and scored on an error. But
the homerun by Schweigert in
the second tied .the game.
Murray came back with five
in the third as Steve Sen-
cibaugh singled in a run, Bill
Wagoner drove in two with a
double into the gap in left-
center, Rob Courtney singled
to rightfield for a run and
Tony Threatt singled to•left for'
two RBI's.
In the fourth, the 'Breds
made it 14-2 with seven more
runs with Wagoner driving in
a pair .with his second double
of the game, Courtney singled
in a run, Threatt singled for a
run and Danny Teel grounded
out to score a run. The other
runs scored on errors.
The seventh inning was the
laugher.
North Dakota gave .up just .
one hit in the frame, a two-run
single by Al Luigs.
However, North Dakota• ...
gave Murray five wallisn'he
'Breds used 16 players in the
game and oddly enough, all 16
reached base.
Murray improves  its mark
to T2:7'On-the season but the
competition will get much
tougher today as Brown visits
Reagan Field for a pair.
Saturday, it will be Mark
Wezet and Andy Rice on the
hill as the 'Breds open OVC
play with...two .. at. Western
Kentucky.
For baseball fans who have
nothing to do Sunday, the
'Breds will be playing at 2:30
p. in. single game with Brown
and of course, there is no
admission.
Murray will play Brown
doubleheaders Monday and




D Milyer-2b 4 0
Bachmeter-ss 4 0
Shane-dit 3 1
R ktayer-lb  3 2
Schweigert-lb 3 1
liertsrud-rf  3 0
Kraft-c. 4 0























SAFE AT SECOND - Greg Tacky of the 'keels guts Wad-first late ths bag at second sad is
safe Tooley beat the throw and avoided the tog by North Dakcto second baseman Don Mayer
Tuley is leading the team this season in rum batted in.
(Staff rheas by Nis Bamako
•
ANOTHER HIT - Rob 9yrtney slaps flu ball for a bassitit. Courtney, having a fins season it
third, had two hits amilred two runs as the 'Breda won an sasy 26-4 game over North Dakota
Thursday.
RBI SINGLE - Stout Sericibaagh Imps his eyes on the bail as it flies off the bat for a run-
scaring single. Sucibough is a junior collage transfer and is a St. Louis native.OM 000 COO 4-7 4



















LET US PUT YOU IN A NEW 78 LTD. -
THE LAST FULL SIZE AMERICAN CAR,




Experience quality in every
detail Pius these greatzi.exures. standard • 50 litre (302 CID) V-8 and
Automatic transmisw • power brakes and power steer.ng • Cloth
enCrl seat • body,side moldings with vmyl inserts • tr,ght hub caps '4
• B.SW radial tmOs, and more Rest of all, cur prices c,t.i,r
Check our deals on 2- and 4-Door Landaus, LTD's . .. LTD Wagons,too'
See One Of These Salesmen Today
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BULLING ON — Danny Lee Johnson, who kits picked up more
pounds and more muscle in the off season, carries the boll
here in Thursday's practice session. Johnson is from East





WARMING UP — Steve Maxwell grimaces as he goes
through a warmup routine in the Murray State football practice
session Thursday. Maxwell, who will be a senior, is a
linebacker.
(StOf Mew by Me browlarts)


















Ledger & Times Sports Editor
He spoke into a small tape
recorder as he strolled from
group to-group.
Was he a reporter taking
notes? Not hardly. Instead, it
was Mike Gottfried and he
was Officially kicking off his
first season as head football
coach at Murray State
University by opening spring
practice Thursday.
"I use the tape recorder to
make comments and we listen
to them when we have our
staff meeting after practice,"
Gottfried said.
Gottfried did an unusual
amount of recording in
formation Thursday but of
course, that's typical for a
first day for a new coach.
The Racers will be working
in pads on Monday, Wed-
nesday, Friday and Saturday.
On Tuesday and Thursday, the
team will go through the
weight program and a tough
exercise routine and of course,
those two days will also be
rain dates.
Under NCAA rules, a team
is allowed 20 practice sessions
in the spring. The spring
practice will conclude with the
spring game which will be
played at 7:30 p. m. May 4.
When Gottfried took over at
MSU, there were three
players who could bench press
300 pounds and now there are
15. It's hoped that by summer,
there will be 35 bench pressing
308- putrid!. -
Besides the weight
program, the exercise has
been extremely tough and
three weeks ago, the mention
of "Big 15" brought hudders
Laker Girls Open Track
Season, Lose Dual Meet
Spring sports at Calloway
County High School opened
Thursday as the Laker girls'
track team lost a 77-42 dual
meet at Christian County to
the powerful Colonels.
The .Lakers had one relay
team to win and after that, it
was all Felicia Pinner as the
senior All-American won
three events.
Pinner won the 100-yard
dasli-in-1-1,-3-then400k-the-229--
yard dash in 26.7. In the 440-
yard dash, Pinner had some
competition but won with a
63.6 while teammate Ellen
Mahan was second in 64.6.
The 'Laker mile-relay team
recorded a 4:52.0 for first.
Running the legs were Mahan,
Rose Ross, Melissa Miller and
Pinner.
In other track events.
Miller was third in the 880 with
a 3:00 while in the mile-run,
Ross was third in 6:38. Ross
earned two places in the
hurdles. She was second in the
60-yard hurdles in 9.4 while in
the 110-yard hurrdles, she was
second in 16.4. In both of the
hurdling events, Miller was
  third. She har.:1 9.6 in the 60-
yard hurdles and a 17.2 in the
110-yard hurdles.
In the field events, Mina
Todd earned- three places
while Stephanie Wyatt placed
in two events.
Todd was second with 32-7L4
in the shot put and Wyatt was
third with a 31-6. In the discus,
Wyatt was third in an effort of
84-10',2. Todd cleared 4-4 for
second in the high jump while
going 14-9 for third in the long
jump.
The Lakers, who have no
home facility, are using the
facilities at Stewart Stadium.
Both the Laker boys' and
girls' teams arrive for
practice at 6:30 a.m. each
morning.
"Of course MSU uses the
facility after school and we're
quite fortunate to be able to
use it and our kids are able to
go home after school so they
don't really mind the early
practice time that much. We'd
certainly like to thank Murray
State for letting us use the
facility," said Laker girls'
coach Sue Outland.
The taker girls and boys will
be running Saturday in the
-Paducah-
vitational.
Tuesday, both teams are at
Mayfield.
Continentals, Mercurys, Cougars, Monarchs, Zephers, Bobcats
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY
BEST SELECTION EVER-ALL COLORS
2 Continental Mark V's, fully equipped.
3 Continental Town Ces, (1 demonstrator)
1 Continental 4 door, will sell for S10,500.
1 Continental Town Coupe, only one.
2 Lincoln Versalles, (1 demonstrator)
4 Mercury Marquis, 3 Sedans, one 2-door hard top.
8 Cougars, 6 XR7's, 2 Broughams (4 door).
2 Monarchs, both 4 door sedans.
5 Zephers, Z7's, 4 doors, 2 doors.
2 Bobcats, 4 cylinder, AM tape stereo, 4 speed.
The Best In Luxury, Intermediate or Compact




515 South 12th Stroot, Money, Key. 753-4961
Pro Cage
Standings




W L Pct. GB
x-Phil 539'21 .716
NYork 38 38 .500 16
Boston 30 44 .405 23
Bufalo 26 49 .347 27,2
Jrsy 22 54 .289 32
Central Division
x-SAnton 48 28 .632 —
Wash 41 35 .539 7
Cleve 37 39 .487 11
Atlnta 36 40 .474 12
NOrins 36 41 .468 12L-.
Houst 25 51 .329 23
Western Conference
Mid.west Division
Denver 44 31 .587 —
Mlw 41 35 .539 31/2
Chcgo 37 40 .481 8
Dtrt 36 39 .480 8
KC 31 45 .408 13',z
Ind 29 48 .37,7 16
Pacific Division
x-Port 55 21 .724 —
Phnix 4630 .605 9
LA 42 34 .553 13
Seatle 42 34 .553 13
GldnSt 39 37 .513 16'
x-clinched division title
Thursday's Games
San Antonio 99, Cleveland 95
Milwaukee 105, Indiana 100
Washington 123 New York
108
Friday's Games
San Antonio at Boston
Milwuakee at New Jersey
Cleveland at Washington
Golden State at Indiana
-- -Philadelphia at Atlanta _
Detroit at Chicago
New 'Fork at New Orleans
Kansas City at Phoenix
Seattle at Denver
Poland at Los Angeles
Sa'turday's Games
Chicago at Buffalo






Philadelphia at San Antonio
New York at Washington
Houston at Denver
Milwaukee at Detroit
Golden State at Phoenix
Portland at Seattle




— Sandra Post shot a 7-under-
par 65, 'a Mission Hills-Country
Club women's competitive
course record, to move into
the lead in the $305,000 Dinah
Shore Winners Circle golf
tournament. _
Post, a 29-year-old native of
Canada, chipped five strokes
off par on the front nine, then
sink two more birdie putts on
the back to take a 3-stroke
lead over Hollis Stacy.
Her round bettered the
Missiop Hills record by a.
• -Stroke.
from the players. Bbt now,
even the Big 15 is on the verge
of being conquered.
What exactly is the Big 15?
If you'd like to try it, lie
upon the floor and recline on
your back. Then do 15 sit-ups.
Next, turn over and rest on
your tummy for a second or
two and do 15 push-ups. Now,
back on your back and do 14
sit-ups then roll over on the
tunny again and do 14 push-
ups. Then do 13 of each, 12 of
each, all the way down to one.
When you've finished, you
will have done 120 °teach tlut
of course, you must lift
weights for an hour before
attempting the exercise, then
after you've finished the Big
15, you must run speed and
agility drills.
As of now, Gottfried has 85
players out for the squad.
"As for the first day of our
spring practice, it was typical
of all first sessions. We had a
lot of mistakes and people
were easing into things
because everything's new to
them. We have to learn to
crawl before we can walk.
"The little bit of hitting we
done wasn't as intense as it
will be in a week or so when we
do a little more hitting. I saw
some strengths and also I saw
a lot of weaknesses.
"The area that needs closest
attention is the offensive line.
We'll be spending a lot of time
on fundamentals and trying to
get an offensive line together.
but the noseguard position
needs some more work,
Although Chris Robbins had a
great day," Gottfried said.
Robbins, who .will be a
sophomore, was moved from
-tight end. '
"We were also very pleased
with the defensive tackle
Bruce Martin for his first day
and offensively, wide receiver
Jeff Braaten looked good. We
were also pleasantly surprised
with Lindsey Hudspeth. He
needs to progress a little
more.
"We're not going to put a lot
of emphasis on i lot of plays.
We only ran three plays at the
defense today and we'll run
only one defense against the
offense.
-The tailback position may
be the strength of the team.
Right now, I'd say we're three
or folk deep. We're also
surprised that Mike Dickens
was able to go at quarterback.
"He never really fully
recovered from his ankle
injury from . last. year and
there was some doubt as to
whether he'd be able to
practice with lis_this_spring,"
Gottfried said.
Gottfried said there are
several things he'll be looking
for over the next few days.
"First of all, we're looking
for more intensity out of our
kids. Secondly, a sense of
urgency. The sense of urgency
during the season is the next
game but in practice, it's
going to be who is going to
beat who for a starting
"Thirdly, we're looking for
our players to get more
familiar with their positions
and play by freelancing. They
have to know their coaches
and be able to feel their
coaches and know what's
expected of them.
"The first day of practice is
like a big balloon. When you
let all the air out of it the
over the place. But we'll settle
down.
"There's no substitute for
confidence and experience
and each day, we should grow
in both areas. Spring practice,
with a coaching change, is like
learning to drive a car.
"When you start, you put
both hands on the wheel and
your tense. But 20 days from
now, we'll be driving with one
hand and confidence," Gott-
fried added.
GIVING INSTRUCTIONS — Racer head coach Mike Gottfried
gives instructions to the offense as thet prepare to run a plo_y.
Gottfried is in his first year as the Racer coach.
-Amur-
ON TARGET — Mike Dickens, who was doubtful for spring
practice, showed up for the bell Thursday and goes through
one of the quarterback drills here. Dickens was injured last
season but has recovered enough to make the spring practice.
MAR-KEL LIGHTING'S
FACTORY OUTLET STORE
Lakeway Village Shopping Center - Next To Uncle Lee's Paris, Tennessee
AFTER EASTER SALE!
FRAMED PICTURES
We have mirror graphics,
mirrors, wicker and many





Regular $40.00 tc $50.00
r-
2 Fs/1995
ricttirc iit 1.41 regtilarIN priced at 6109.95
OUR
PRICE $5995
Come in and see our large




We also have all kinds,
colors and sizes of decorator
lamps and shades to suit your
every need.
Specials Good Thru Sunday
Store Hours: 10 a.m. til 5 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.
1 p.m. til 5 p.m. Sunday
1r9c
h.




semifinals of the Murray
Popcorn Bonanza Softball
Tournament will be held
tonight at the Murray-
Calloway County Park.
In upper bracket play in the
opening round Thursday,
Bynum's won 17-0 over Cain's
while the Bootleggers won 14-8
over Ford Tractor. Cole
Lumber took a 13-3 win over
Princeton Burger Queen while
. Kappa Alpha won 18-6 over
Fisher Price.
In the upper bracket
semifinals tonight, Bynum's
will play Bootleggers at 6 p.m.
on field one while Coles will
play KA at 7 p.m. on the same
field. Then at 8 p.m. on field
one, the two winners will meet
for the right to play in
Saturday's championship
game.
The lower bracket play
Thursday found ISCO winning
er_a erruaa.'s bile
SWAT defeated Jerry's
Refinishing 6-1 as both teams
moved into the quarters.
ISCO will play at 6 p.m.
tonight on field three against
D&W Auto Supply, which drew
a first round bye. The 7 p.m.
game on the same field will pit
SWAT against the Racer
football team, which also drew
a first round bye. The winners
of those games play at 8 p.m.
with the winner of that game
playing the upper bracket
survivor for the title at 1 p.m.
Saturday.
The title game will be
played on field number one.
Trophleg will be presented
after, the contest.
The four-team girls' tour-
ney, which will be a double
elimination affair, will begin
tonight.
St
Lee Comes To Aid
Of Joe B. Hall
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
In the wake of reports
criticizing Kentucky Coach
Joe Hall's alleged obsession
with winning basketball
games, senior James Lee
came off the bench again, this
time in defense of his coach.
"They (sports writers) are
gonna write it the way they
want it, but I don't think they
ought to write like that about
someone they don't know,"
said Lee, a muscular forward
who became something of a
celebrity as the Wildcats'
sixth man.
Some writers accused Hall
of ruining the game for hi
players by attaching life-and-
death significance to winning,
while berating players for
mistakes on the court.
"It's not a personal thing,"
said Lee of • the coach's
criticism. -He's doing it to
help us out and correct us. It's
part of his job to correct us
when we make mistakes."
After Kentucky defeated
Duke 94-88 for the NCAA
championship Monday night,
one writer said the players,
instead of being happy they
won, ' appeared relieved
because they didn't lose.
"People are always gonna
throw that in there, burwe felt
real good about the victory,"
said Lee, who ended the
scoring with a resounding
dunk shot from.theleft side.
"It I the championship ) was
one of the things that was
expected of us and we knew '
we could do it," he said. "You
don't want to go out there and
lose and it's always a relief
when you win the cham-
pionship."
Hall began addressing his
critics Tuesday upon the
team's return to Lexington
and brought cheers from an
estimated 13,000 fans at a
welcoming celebration in
Memorial Coliseum.
"The sports media in St.
Louis questioned us on
-1%,hether we have fun," Hall
said. "Notre Dame ( which
finished fourth) had fun in St.
_Louis. 1-was a Kentucky fan
before I was a coach and I
wouldn't have tolerated a
team representing my state
that wanted to have fun-in-
stead of winning."
Hall followed up his
remarks Wednesday night on
a radio talk show broadcast
around the state.
"My question is, if it isn't
serious, then 'why are these
people writing about it like
Why are they taking it so
serious he said. "I have a
job to do. expected to
produce and I ha % eisilaJte my
job—seriim ely_May be that's
' old fashioned, but I think







Some Reach 20' Slowly
Most 4' - For Hedges
Pyramidal Arborvitae
Fins Fur Hodge
LOUNGER. . . featuring
adjustable positions
at head and feet. . .
72-inch lounger with light ROSES 097weight tubular frame ande
strong copolymer strap- SPECIAL
ping Features built-in PRICE EACH
head rest
Black & Decker
THEW EED-EATER 4GRASS-WEED TRIMMER
Features new spool design for fast
and easy advancing of line Quick
spool replacement 50 feet of line
Model 8206
Reg. 59.88
the Snippy cuts a big 16" path,
weighs less than 8 lbs. and
comes with 50-feet of line.
Model 507
Central Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-6 Sunday
Prices Good
Sat., Sun., Mon., & Tues.








In 1 Gallon Containers
Reg. $1.99
GARDEN HOSE. . . made of
durable nylon . . .
PEG
99C 227 EACH
Vinyl hose with solid brass couplings Measures 1 2-inch
diameter by 50-f eet-10,r,Ig
RE G
5 99
PICKET FENCE. . . with Cape





25 foot roll of Cit coAted
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Hwy 94 Fast 4 mi. Fast ) of Murray 753-0605
Church Supplies
Reference S. Inspirational Books








- Complete annoweenic Transmission Service
— Front hid Afignment






UNIROYAL Tow Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
1105 Porn,. Phone 753-1489
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal











Ky. Lake State Park Ph. 474-2245
'It's Finger lickin' Good"
Try Or Dokions lkief and Ham Sandwich's




South 12th St. • Murray






-- 641 North — 753-2654
Murray's Most Complete Deportment Store
Stokes Tractor
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Rood Phone 753-1319
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc. •
' Go To Church Sunday'
Air Canilitioning Reefing Commercial Ref Mannino.
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE













Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST



















Sunday School 9:45 am
Morning worship 10:45 a.m.






Evening Worship 730 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 1050 a.m.
Evening Worship _ 0:00 P.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship .11:0Da.m.


















Evening Worship 5.30p.m &6:00p.m.



























Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7.00p.m.
ST. JOHN BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship 10:45a.m
Sunday School 930 a.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesda' • Service 7:00p.m.
Sunday Sc 1 10:00 a.m.







Sunday School *Do aN
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 600 p.m.
Wednesday Evening 700 p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN




Evening Service 600 p.m.
CHURCH Of JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday School 1045 a m.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Mass 8 a m., 11 a.m.. 4: 3b p.m
Saturday Ma_ss 6: 30 pin:
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
, SERVICES
Farmer Ave and 17th St , Murray. Ky .
Su/Ways444a a.m. Testimony meeting
Tsecond Wednesday 8 p.m.
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower 1030 am
Bible Lecture - 9:30 a.m
ST. MOPS EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour 9:45 a.m.
Church School 11: 00 a.m.
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
'Sunday School 9:15a.m.
Morning worship 10:30 am.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat. 10:30 a.m.
Worship Service Sat. 9:15 ails.
Xbeftleantna of
Eve.. gotml I Jarislimo• 1.4.ofier ...by God
silos. us to suffer. p11111 and Hal-
tering, we would nui Le fully human. Cr
would be like poppets incapable of feeling
any egitoelisik. trod arra um the full range
of feeling frees greed joy tu the deepest
walfiegangr filiebnetangelo so beautifully
eipeewied it in his statue of the Pieta. Grief
im the proems that Grad h.as gi•eo PIMP tu
hrar the unbearable. Through this Koreas
tsr 174/11SC to understand and accept the
tragedies of life. Sidi trod's help. grief










Bible Study 10 a.m.
Worship Service 10- 45 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wed. Worship 7:30p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship 10:50 am
Evening Worship 4:00p m
w • SEVENWI POPLAR
Worship Service 10:40 a.m.
Evening Worship '6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD













Bible Study JO 00










Evening Worship 700 ip m
Wednesdays





Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
N.Y.P.S. Worship 5:15 p.m.
Evening Worship 600 p.m.
Wednesday Worship 7:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Mdrning Worship 11:00 a .m.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 5:30 p.m.















Church School .9:30 a.m.
Worship Service 1045 a.m.
ALMO HEIGHTS
Morning Worship 11.00 a m
Evening Worship 7 30 p m
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School 10:00a.m.
Worship Services 11:00a.m.. COO p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE -
Sunday School 10:00a.m.




Morning Worship • 11:008.m.
Sunday Evening 7:00p.m.
Thurs. Nile 710p.m.






Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
FIRST UNITED
Sunday Worship 1000 am & 7:00p.m.
Tues. & Thurs 7:00 p.m












Worship Service 11 a.m., 1st Sunday,
10:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday School
10:00 a m., 2nddr4th
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service 1100 am
Sunday School 1000 a m.
GO® SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service 9: 30 a .m
',Sunday School 11:00 a .m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School 10.00a.m.






Worship Service MOO a .m 1st & 2nd
Sunday., 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th, Sunday
School 10.00 a.m. 1st & 2nd Sunday, 11 -00





Worship 8:45 & 10:50 a.m
RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10.00 a m
Morning Worship 11.00 a m
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service 945a.m.




Evening Services: Worship - 6:30 p.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 10 00a.m.
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Worship Service 1/4 10:00 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays 11:00a.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
• MT. HERRON
Worship Service 10:00 a .m Ast Sunday it
WOO am. 3rd Sunday: Sunday School
11:00a.m. 1,st Sunday — 10-00 am. 2nd,
3rd, & 4th Sunday
MT. CARMR
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd Sunday:
11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday, Sunday School






1st dr 3rd Sunday 9
Evening 7
2nd & 4th Sunday 11
No Evening Worship
INTIIR UNITED
lst & 3rd Sunday, 1100 am,
2nd & 4th Sunday - 9.30 a.m.
Evening 600p.m.
SOWN PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.Evening 7:00p.m.
STOUT'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 1000a m






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager





Home of Oual,ty Economy
8 Selections
Open 7 Days 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. 2
Blackford House
Unfinished Furniture
• Gilt's For All Oct-as-terns- -
Clothes
1804 Coldwater Rd. (121 Bypass) 753-8060
Ser',rce 8 SCl/OS Ports




Flowers For Al! Occasions
Funeral Arrangements 'House Plants





, Open Moo. Hero News. 7 p.m.
Fri.-24 Hours. Sat. 7 a.m.-4 ow.
Closed Sunday
399 N 16th 753-0303
Joe Todd's Motor Sales
Quality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced
Joe Todd and Lorry Hale
Cunningham Auto Repair
& Motor Sales, Inc.
Your Superior Muffler
619 so. 4th 8 Exhaust Dealer- 
753_6831
Morris Refrigeration
Sales & Service - Parts







Sunday Buffets - 11 to?
Hwy 141 South 753-5986
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing In Catfish Dinners
We Cater To Parties
Hazel, Ky. 492-9785
ri-Products
awn & Garden Center
Murray
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
Calloway County Soil
. Improvement Association
Serving farm Families Since 1936
Industrial Rd.
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup 8. Delivery
Omen 630 e.m. Close 11:00 p.m
Sonde! Open 1:00 ow. • Close 10:00 p.m.
Seely 12111 Pima, 753-9131
"FIREPLACE
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Schedules For The Week Of April 1 - April 7

































c peg7,00 Rehm, .4 ss
7,30 speed Boggy




1:00-Wised ef Sate .
12:30-Wa7 ft Wes
1:00- Oscars
1:30 n• Sc. & i'm- -Sbari
7:30 - Gieheretten






































11:00 - Ime of lost






12:30 - Filen Fest.
1:00 - Matissee . -The
Crimson K issue"
2:24 - Aereautics & .
Spin Report
7:30-Op. Petticoat 600- trareeli Welk 2430- Greeashere Opel 5;30 - MlwT
4:00- Dim& Shore Golf 2:30- Pueic Affairs
8:00-Levi Beat
















































10: 30_ HOC Wookonol
12 :00- Ilemossze
t
7:30-CBS on the Au
10:00- News
10:30 - Gionsmoke
11:30 - Nark r %
12:00-Good News
12:30-Price is Right
1:00- With This Ring
1:15 - Bonk
TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY -,
WNGE-2




























7:30- Hoare of Truth
1:00-Ghost Busters
11:30- Weeks
























11:00-This is the If.
tist 11:30- Directions 11:30-Meet the Press
I 1: TO Garner T. Ar-
























1:00 - Greeeshere Gef
Shone Win-












7:00 - New The West
Wes Wee
3:15 -Suns fang.




















- 6:00- 60 Minees
7:00-bids




















10:30 - Movie "Dismo
11:00- Min The Fem.










11:00- Fete tise %aims
- peareince ef Aimee" -News
10:30 - Guesamoke
11:30 - Pirblic Affairs
a: oo - Ns._ j______wiA._
_
























10:30 - Family Feud
11:00 - Better Se,





3:00- Edge of Night

















10: 30 - knockoirr
11:00-Say least





















10:30- love of life
11:00 - The Restless




2:30-AN in the fam ily
3:00-Monsters
3:30-Gilligan
















































5 :00 - Tel the Truth
5:30-News
6:00-News



















7:30 - Baby Tat lea
• ' '8:00 - M VS N
WPSD-6
1:30 - Pop Cushy
700- little Nouse








































7:00 - %pry Days














7:30 - Laver" & Simi`,
















































TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2
6:30 - Nowt That Tune
7:00-Pin Beene
8:00 - Charlie's Angels
















7:00 - Griz zfy Adams































TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE-2































10:30 - Starchy 1, Net.
ek/Toina
12:30 - Pit Chill
7:30-F116
8:00- Bantu Minor
8:30 - A. 1.5. 'Nelson
9:00- Wrens
10:00-News
































7:00-- Dewey II Marie














6:30- She Ne Ns ,
7:00 - Quark
7: 30 - CPO Sharkey








"lbo War Lem" ,
_ 12:30-PT1. Oak
-̂""7111-111aseisifts •























"Arabs and lsrealis," a five-
part series exploring the
problems and promises of the
Mideast, begins Friday, April,
14 at 10 p.m. (ET),9p.m. (Cr)




initiative and other events of
11161 past few months, the
issues raised and 'the Per-
ception voiced in this series,
filmed during late 1974, are as
valid today as when the,
programs first aired in 1975.
F:ach segment is introduced
and updated by Marilyn
Berger, a former Mideast
correspondent.
In the first program, "Two
Families,", bereaved families
form Syria and Israel explain
that they are saddened, but
not embittered by their son's
deaths during the Yom Kippur
War October, 1973); and that
they are able to share and
understand the grief of
families whos sons fought on
the other side.
The second segment, "The
Golan," deals with the dif-
fering perceptions of Syrians
and Israelis about the
territory and security of the
Golan .Heights. , The
Palestinian issue at the heart
of the Mideast dispute is ex-
plored at length in "The
Palestinian Question" (Parts
I and II >, and "Jerusalem,"
the fifth. and final segment,


















Way Dirrens ion 



















%SUS 11 MIS 11 NEWS 11
Advances in Washington De-
Health & Medicine bates: "Actver-
Focus cn tising & the A Changing




Monday 1. MSU Speech and Theatre Derarteent
April 3 2. WU, Ecortordst , Howard Giles
Thesday
April h
1. Mayor Henley '
2. MSU Political Scientist
3. History in Perspective
Welesday 1. Book Beat: Michael Cohen
--- April 5 2. Weekly Shopping Basket
Thursday 1. Culture 'Through Pereim Lan,q-uag,
April 6
.Friday
April 7 7. 
1. Magaret- Trevathan with Library
Murray Ministerial Assoc int :1







7 p. in. Options "Guitarist
David Leisner" 23 year old
guitarist David Leisner was a
finalist in the 1977 concert
artist guild competition. He
talks with Mike Morgan and
plays some of his com-
positions.
10 p. in. Nightflight Four
hours of album oriented rock
heard Tuesday-Saturday.
Tonights feature album is
Jefferson Starship's "Earth."
Saturday, April 1 WKMS
sovereignity of Jerusalem. ----Thigins the new spring
programming quarter!!
7 a. in. Music From The




''Vietnam: Picking Up The
Pieces" brings KET viewers a
rare, videotaped glimpse of a
nation that has been largely
hidden from us since the with-
drawal of American ground
troops from southeast Asia.
The documentary airs on The
Kentucky Network on
Tuesday, April 11 at 9* p.m.
I ET), 8 p.m. (CT). The
program is repeated on
Saturday, April 15 at 8 p.m.
(ETi.7 p.m. (CT).
Jon Alpert, Keiko Tsuno and
Karen Ranucci, who recently
returned from Vietnam, were
the first American television
journalists to visit many of the
cities and places whose names
became familiar -during the
Vietnamese War. Their in-
terviews with people who
underwent American bombing
provided insight into the lives
of a people who are rebuilding
and re-adjusting.
Oscar Wilde's comedy "The
Importance_of Being Earnest"
was first performed in London
in 1895. •
The English dramatist and
satirist John Marston, born in
1575, set out to study law at Ox-
ford-University and eventually
turned to the writing of drama
in 1599. After writing a number
of satirical Comedies, he sud-
denly gave up the stage in 1616
and went into the Ghurch,
where he spent most of the re-
mainder of his life as a country
vicar.
program featuring
"grassroots" music has been
expanded to two days a week.
18 a. m. One Land, Many
Voices A new program
featuring music of the im-
migrants.
11 a. in. Folk Music &
Bernstein This program. ex-
plores follanusic from around
the world through records and
live performances presented
by musician and folklorist
Maury Bernstein.
12 noon The Emerging Verdi
Oberto (1839); Un giorno di
regno (1840)
7p. in. Earpiay "Stones" A
dramatic •rama of




new program is designee to
introduce the guitar and its
heritage, as well as its
literature and styles of
playing, to both the amateru
and the afficionado alike.
3:30 0. m. Mountain Music
Jubilee "Mountain-Grown
String Bane In this final
program of the series the
mandolin, guitar, banjo, and
fiddle meet to form the string
band in Appalachian Moun-
tain Music.
Monday, April 3
7p. m. Options in Education
"libraries and Museums" We
take a look at the role of
libraries and Museums in
communities across the
nation. We'll be reporting on
unique educational programs
and services, and on the
changing roles of these once
staid institutions to link
education from pre-school to
Special On Tapes & Albums
All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
Large Selection of Country
Tapes, Albums and 45's
The Hottest Number In Town!
COUPON




Regular $12.98 FOR ONLY. $955
T V. Service Center




Variety of Colors and Mirror
Album Reg. 7.98
s5" Some 4.99
8 Track Reg. 7.95
TV Service Center
Ce ral Shopping Center . 753-5865
•
old age.
8 p. m. Monday Night at
Eight This all-new audience
participation public affairs
program opens with "The
Farm Strike: Someone Has To
Lose." Join your host Jesse
Young.
9 p.m. BBC Science-
Magazine
9:30 p. m. Across The
Border "The Inner Game Of
Tennis" from the series
"Mind Games, Body Games."
Tuesday, April 4
7 p. m. Options "What Are
We Going To Do About The
Cities" Anthony Downes, A
senior fellow at the Bookings
institute discusses ways to
make cities livable.
Wednesday, April 5 ,
7 p. m. Options "Guitarist
David Leisner" 23 year old
guitarist David Leisner was a
finalist in the 1977 concert
-artist guild competition. Be
talks with Mike Morgan and
plays some of his com-
positions.












Theatre Of The Air A 
new program dealing with the
Murray Community Theatre.
The show features original.
plays, interviews with people
involved directly with the
program and calendars for














AND SEE NOW MANY MORE DOLLARS









.10i0 vOI BIG 44
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Enlargcmcnt„ Si .„. 115101 OR MI4
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Processing I. 07 fl
I XPf rSl lit SI.IlltS
Sports core
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WIN MUSIC HONORS — Pictured are Calloway County High students who -Won top honors recently in the Ken-
tucky Musk Education Alsociation Solo and Ensemble contest at Murray state University. Pictured are (front row,
from left) Stephanie .Colson, Sandy Hutson, Debbie Blakely, Diana Weber, Geneva Garland, Darcy Musser and
Melissa Brinkley; (second row, from left) Teresa Tucker, Pam Pierce, Sherry Lawrence, Freda Ahart and Angela Man-
ning (third row, from left) Denise Rutherford, Mary Denny, Beverly Garland, Joanna Fleming and Laura Fone (fourth
row, from left) Jana Hopkins, Lorraine Steen, Beverly Sweatman, Mark Roberts and Lisa Mathis; (fifth row, from left)
Judy French, Jackie Miller, Charissa Glass, Mary Strode and Ricky Hale; (sixth row, from left) Max McGinnis, Tommy




‘esterdas arid found jonquils in bloom and all winter
logics 4.!.01e. If SIM are getting reads to pack an your
11 tour ! learned something that might be of in-
felt's!• -
Ilarigold. from the shop'it potpourri mil:tures is
esretAalt% I. H! to place in the poc .'Is ii of tes in,
storage to keep allas moths.
FOr pring and. summer wardrithe,the shop ha;
rte,tt of-vei-eorti-stylea of jeans. including Lee
and Wale. There are blue, khaki, brown and White jeans.
go 11 ith thew they have knit shins in several colors
priced at 51050.
1 he' shOp also has, in a variety of stSles and.colors.
4111• 'leaser, Ilaracuta half sleeve shirts. priced at-
$12.50. These will look excellent with jeans. with dress• ,
pants. or with sour summer suits. .
SI fide I !tins there I bought my husband • one of the
shirts and a pair of u late trans. Ile will look -staffs- in
these hat ins.' brunch at Clailawe Foster's in -Itiania next
Fsuildits. i suii.-,g0 to Atlanta. do find bra' to eat there.
111511111, and the food is excellent. Because I
hue, been there before. I already know what I am going
:r.iler I Issue forgotten the name.' but 1115 11 mixture
of chicken and cream sauce served in a patty shell. top-
ped wall poached eggs, along with two cups of the 1st
coffeeVin -filanta. Before I eat this I am going to hair
one of their drinks. again I hare forgotten the name, but
It is a red drink. spiked with hot suace, and settled with a
stalk of (-piers!
cOnipliment his jeans and shirt I bought a gold
hain .and a silver chain. .1Ithoagh ms husband wears
vers little )111'elry. I think be like these. I think ,y1.111
11111 like them too so gy on out to the shop and take a
look. These chains cire for guys and girls.
•si ro 1' 11 aregoing to Manta to attend the wedding of
one ot at% dotighter's friends. I selecte,d a gift from all of
us. tat the bride which consist of the jallitteing: a ten in-
• li,Adlet. a one quart covered sauce pan. a two quart
Kit er ,11/14.P pan. and a three quart covered dutch oven.
'AA is Country Collection bv Vagnalite and is mirror'
bright with fine wood handles, and the complete set cost
onls S149.95.
When .14.11.1 new! this Faster will be over until next year
and Phope each of von had a nice one. lihile I was in
the shop .sesterdas I learned of some people who had
some enjws-able moments. Jt seems that the shop .spon-
soren an Faster egg decorating contest. and prizes were
- included to: First prize - Dominic Strohlein: .Second prize
- Jill Thompkins: Third prize - Tina Mom.
Then S111111' of the employees. with one of them dressed
as an I- futer bunny, took the decorated eggs to the
Special Filacation Department of 11. ,\ l.and•had an
Faster f ,tf.g Hunt for the children. From all reports a fine
and )1111 111111' 11'11S Plt)111Pli_b1 all — including the Black=
ford Howse emplosees! Thes also asked me to thank all
of %MI ?Uhl, 111/111111111114 in this contest. It WIS. ithei said.
a Teo aiding, experience.
I wish .frr each of you a hajps and profitable spring
shopping dins. and I urge 17111- nee ti,. .forget
bargains ii hich are to be found at the Blackford House.
.tiincerels.
I;
s. Beginning. Sri! the !dolt will lie open from a.





Win MSU Music Honors
Calloway County High
_School students captured top
durin the recent
Kentucky Music Education
Association Solo and En-
semble Contest at Murray
State University.
Laura Fones, a soprano
solo, rated a "superior," as
did the girls ensemble con-
sisting of sopranos Beverly
Garland, Beverly Sweatrnan,
Stephanie Colson, Sandy..
Hutson, Pam Pierce, second
sopranos Joanna Fleming,
Geneva Garland, Lisa Mathis,-
Sherry La wrenCe, Teresa
Tucker, and altos Connie
Taylor,,Lerraine Steen, Freda




soprano solo, Mark Roberts,
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS: March 31, 1978,
has been designated National
Doctors Day and the City of
Murray, together with the
Calloway County Medical
Auxiliary, are pleased to
honor our doctors on this date;
and
WHEREAS: Murray is
extremely fortunate to have
twenty-three (23 i physicians
in the city and county. Our
doctors have received ex-
cellent training and many
have specialized in various
areas an4 continue to avail
themselves of further medical
research and training: and
WHEREAS: Murray is
fortunate to have a modern,
accredited hospital with
additional space now under
construction; and
• WHEREAS: This corps of
dedicated doctors, available
to protect and care for our
needs, make a very real
contribution to the welfare of
our city.
NOW, THEREFORE: I,
Melvin B. Henley, Mayor of
1 the City of Murray, urge—all
'citizens of the cal, to join
wholeheartedly with the
Citizens of this Nation in
honoring our doctors, and




and that during this week we
express appreciation for their
work in Murray and Calloway
County.
Given under rn-Y—fi-and, this
the 27th day of March, 1978.
Melvin R. Henley, Mayor
y.
A Truckload of Attractive Lighting Fixtures
Contemporary-Early American and
Old Fashioned Barber Shop Fans
SEE TNEIII TODAY
PICKENS Arcadia -Across From Neu Park 
tenor solo, Danny Hutson,
tenor solor and Max
McGinnis, bass solo.
and Mark Denny, alto solos,
plus Melissa Brinkley, Pam
Pierce and Debbie Blakely,
soprano solos, all rated
"good" in the competition.
The mixed ensemble con-
sisting of sopranos Melissa
Brinkley, Angela Manning,
'Laura Fones, - altos, Heidi
Johnson, Tami Turner, Darcy
Musser, tenors Ricky Hale,
Danny Huston, Ritchie Steen,
Jon Johnson, and bass singers
Tom Fike and Max McGinnis
all rated "good" in the con-
test.
Instrumental sttudents Judy
French and Jackie Miller, a
flute duet, rated "superior" in
the contest. -
The saxophone duet of
Denise Rutherford and
Chrissa Glass rated
"superior" in the contest. And
the flute duet of Judy French
and Jana Hopkins also rated
"superior." The flute solo of
Jana Hopkins actiieved an
"excellent" rating.
USCG Auxiliary Flotilla
Talks Survival First Aid
USCG Auxiliary Flotilla 27-5
met at the Ellis Community
Center in March with Richard
Farrell, Flotilla Commander
presiding. A slide film on
Hypothermia with emphasis
on cold water survival was




information useful to the
average outdoorsman was its
purpose. A few . degrees
variation from 98.6 deg. F.
indicates a person is sick - an
elevated temperature in-
dicates a fever, a lowered
temperature indicates
hypothermia.. - • - -
When - a person becomes
hypothermic, he will have a
blue gray --coloration- with
bluish lips because the body
shuts down the blood vessels
close to the surface of the skin
in an effort to conserve body
heat. Breathing may be slow
and labored, movements stiff
and uncoordinated. The
ability to use hands and feet
are drastically reduced or
lost.
Hypothermia may be
chronic or acute. Chronic
hypothermia is generally
exposure to cold weather for a
time yarying from a few hours
to several days. Acute
hypothermia is usually caused
by immersion in cold water.
In water temperatures of
less than 74 deg.F an average
person may develop
hypothermia in as little as 10
to 15 minutes or several hours.
.14114. and water,  rand-Aims,
the shock of sudden im-
Health Agency Okays
Child Health Plan
LOUISVILLE — The first
draft of a plan aimed at
reducing the high number of
infant deaths in western
Kentucky was approved
Friday by 'the Board of
Directors of Kentucky Health
Systems Agency - West.
The proposed Maternal and
Child Health Plan includes
three ways to reduce infant
mortality: family planning,
prenatal care a • spe
neonatal care.
High risk cases can be
identified during 'fa'mily
planning and prenatal care.
These ilia) parts of the plan are
preventive measures.
Special neonatal services
are needed when high risk
births cannot be avoided. The
plan recommends ways to
make these services more
accessible to all citizens in
western Kentucky.
The plan also includes ways
to make support services such
as reimbursement, tran-
sportation -and health
education more availale in
this area:
In other action the KHSA-W
Board approved a proposal
from the Senior Citizen
Nursing Home in Madisonville
to convert 28 skilled nursing
beds to intermediate care
beds. This decision could
affect many long-stay
facilities in westerif 'Kentucky .
Currently' beds in nursing
BIKE SKILLS — Ricky Williams, 10, son of Richard and
Bunny Williams of Carterville, Illinois, demonstrates the
use of the bicycle skills Course at Hillman Ferry Family
Campground in Land Between The Lakes. This demon-
stration was part of,an educational tour given to college
students, participating in a recreation consortium. The
consortium, held March 19-24 at Brandon Spring Group
Camp, ,,was t ponsored by Indiana University, Western
Illinois 'University, North Carolina State, University of
Illinois,ind University of Missouri, and Land Between
The Lakes, _TVA's 170.000-acre public demonstration
area la weaorn Itentuckyast4Iossaessos.-4,-....t-
7 - - (TVA PHOTO BY VICKI MASOIN
facilities are licensed for only
one level of care. This
restriction often means that
patients must receive care far
from home because no beds
are available.
Many skilled care beds, the
highest level of nursing care,
remain vacant in western
Kentucky. -But there are not
enough intermediate care
beds available to meet the
The Board's decision will
allow the Senior Citizen
Nursing Home to provide
intermediate care to patients
until beds now under con
struction become available in
that area.
In action affecting the
county Purchase area, the
Board approved an amend-
inent to the Purchase plan for
personal and intermediate
care. The revision will allow
beds to be converted to
another level of care. First
consideration will be given to
facilities where the change
will make several levels of
care available.
A Moratorium still exists on
new construction. It will
remain in effect until 75 per
cent of the beds now under
construction have operated
for six months.
The next meeting of the
KHSA-W Board of Directors
will be May 19-20 at Kenlake
State Park.
-The Indian . fish species
known as Anabs scandeas is
commonly called the -climbing
fish" because it can leave pools
that are drying up and travel
on land, due to its ability to re-
tain water in its gills. When
there is dew on the ground at
night, this fresh-water fish of-
ten leaves the water for the
land.
mersion, the clothing worn
and behavior of thevictim will




children cool faster than
adults, men cool faster than
women, and thin people cool
faster than fat people. Victims
wearing a Personal Flotation
Device will survive longer.
Remaining still and
assuming the fetal or heat
escape 'lessening posture
(HELP) will increase survival
time. Keeping the head out of
water increases survival time
since 50 per cent of the body
heat is lost from the head.
Other areas of high heat loss
are the neck, the sides', and the
groin. Several people in the
water will benefit froin the
huddle or circle to-- preserve
body heat.
Emergency first aid may
revive a victim appearing
lifeless, Removal. of wet
clothing, applying heat to the
central core of the body and
warming the areas of high
heat loss with warm moist
towels may revive a victim. In
cases of mild hypothermia dry
clothing and shelter may be
all that is needed before the
victim appears normal.
Hiswever, all hypothermia
victims should be seen by a
doctor.
The USCG Auxiliary is a
civilian component of tt!e
United States Cast Guard
dedicated to promoting
recreational boating safety.
The local flotilla meets
monthly on the. first_Eriday
evening at the -Ellis Com-
munity Center. Interested























Spruce-Up adds decorating excitement to your walls and woodwork! Over
1000 washable. wonderful colors to choose from. Pick up big values on pun-
ting sundries, too, from ow Spruce-Up "Tree of Values.' Rollers, brushes,
edgers — AS at springtime-terrific savings
Spruce-lip Acrylic Flat Wall Paint
Regular $9.49 per gal.
NOW $699
MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY





April 1st & 2nd
Area & Local Dealers register for Trolling
Motor to be Given Away
Lakeway Village
Shopping Center
(Uncle Lea's Disettat Canter) *sly 711E., Paris, Tn.
PRINCIPAL BOB ALLEN, left, of East Calloway Elementary School is pictured with
teachers of grades below the sixth grade that received the most Science Fair points.
They are Mrs. Maxine Pool, fourth grade class, third place, Mrs. Lennie Hook, fifth grade
class, second place, and Mrs. Judy Ovethey, fourth grade class, first place.
• WINNERS IN the grades below the sixth grade in the Science Fair at East Calloway
Elementary School were, left to right, Shawn Gardner and Laura Alton, first place, Jodie
Price, second place, Terry Walker and Brad Skinner, third place; second row, Chris
Evans, Clay Perkins, Jon Seffihg, and Tammy Thomas, honorable mention, Not Pictured
are Micahel Sanderson and Lisa Meador.
SEVENTH GRADE winners of the Science Fair at East Calloway Elementary School in-
clude, left to right, first row, Life Science, Skip Weber, first place, Paula Underhill,
second place, Jana Williams, third place, Karen Oat ee and Stacy Underhill, honorable
mention; second row, Physical Science, Vincent Alton, first place, Janie Green, third
place, Rick Wagoner, honorable mention. Not pictured is Lorne Green, second place.
CALL ME IF qOU
HAVE ANg TROUBLE
DURING THE NIGHT
1178 United F•siors Synthesis Inc
LIKE MAR* A PYTHON
CRAWLING INTO YOUR
SLEEPING BAG!
SCIENCE FAIR sponsors and eight grade winners of the East Calloway Elementary
School are, left to tight, first row, tile Science, Mrs. Linda Patterson, sponsor, Ladona
Overbey, first place, Debbie Farris, second place, Christi Curd, third place, Mrs. Diana
Brown, sponsor; second row, Physical Science, Rhanda Key, first place, Dale Martin and
Terry Manker, second place, Tony Hendon and Randy Dawson, third place; third row,
honorable mentions, Joey Zinkovich, Karen Hall, Jeanetta Underhill, and Deanna Un-
derhill.
SIXTH GRADE winners of the Science Fair at East Calloway Elementary Schoo were
left to right, first row, Life Science Tim McCoy and Tammy Jones, first place, Shannon
Gardener, second place, Randall Peeler and David Garland, third place; second row,
Physical Science, Daysha Smith and Lisa Chaney, first place, Kevin Garner, second
place, Carlie Morrison, third plac-e; third row, Bill Chaney, Wayen Dunn, and Dennis
Sheppard, honorable mention.
An overture from an opera
and a rather Unfamiliar
romatic symphony, along with
two works featuring in-
strumental solos, will make up
--the spring concert to be
presented by the Murray State
University Symphony Or-
OKAY, MRS LOGAN.1•• •
OPiN tR UP AND i..ETS SEE




chestra on Thursday evening,
April 6.
Scheduled to begin at 8:15
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium on
the campus, the program is
open to the public at no
charge. Neale B. Mason,
professor of music at Murray
State, is the conductor of the
60-piece orchestra.
'Soloist for the evening will
be two senior woodwind
majors — Joyce Feibelman of
Fort •Pierce, Fla., oboist, and
Rita Reasons Pawlawski of
Dyersburg, Tenn., clarinetist.
Miss Feibelman will join the
string section of the orchestra
in a performance of the
miniature tone .poem, "The
Winter's' Passed," by the
noted American composer,
Wayne Barlow, a teacher at
the Eastman Sch6ol of Music
in Rochester, N. Y.
Mrs. Pawlawski will per-
form the first movement of
Mozart's "Clarinet Concerto
in A Major," a landmark in
the literature written for the
clarinet.
The- orchestra will begin its
concert with the overture to
"The Merry Wives of Wind-






















































































who was the founder and first
conductor of the historic
Vienna Philharmonic Or-
chestra. According to Mason,
the opera is Nicolai's only-
surviving work, but "the gay,
pictiffesque music shows al
very skilled composer as its
creator"
Dvorak's "Symphony No. 4
in G Major," the other work
for the evening, may surprise
listeners because of its dif-
ference from his early sym-
phonies and the "New World
Symphony" which follows it,
Mason noted.
"The Czech spirit of the.
composer is perhaps reflected
in its shifting moods of
darkness and light, but it is
basically absolute music with
no story to tell," he said. "Its
Charm and excitement lie not
in its profundity, but in -its
natural, almost naive musical
content."
Mason said the orchestra,
which is on of thiAniversity's
major ,performing
organizations, is dedicated to
presenting the best of or-
chestral literature for the
benefit of the campus, the
















33 Untamed 51 Lamb's
36 Openwork pen name
fabric 52 Whip
38 Seesaws 58 Stalemate
41 Hold back 58 Edible
43 Marry seed
45 Railroad 59 In MUSIC,
labbr I high
47 Parent 60 Brood of
feof 104 — :pheasants
49 Bishop's 61Iktun god
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VICE: -We search for
and credit due you."
John Pasco, 753-5791,



























be submitted by 12

































Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
Bus driver for April is
Mike Lovms 759-4513,
BIBLE FACTS INC. "To
every thing there is a
season, and a time to
every purpose under the
heaven." Ecclesiastes
3:1. The time to start
serving God is now. If
you are having trouble
doing this, you are not
applying Matthew 22:37
in full. For that is the
only way in which you















bring us yours for extra
copies. Made- from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free, parking






Aid Sales. Free Service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463. _
TV-LOVERS
Would you like to get 8
or more channels on
your TV? We guarantee
8 or more! We are fully








Call at lidger & Times;
identify Si pay for ad.
LOST TWO female
Brittain Spaniels. White
with orange spots. Call
Allen Russell, 753-2832
after 5 p.m.
WANTED LADY to live in
and care for elderly







Office Suite for--rent or lease. See
Carlos Black Jr. or call
753-0839 — 753-5287
Mini Warehouse. space available, large 28' x 24'
or 14' x 24'. 10' x V doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost any job Ideal for a
house full of furniture.





cooks, one morning, one
evening shift. Steady
work, medium wage.
Plus good bonus for
above average help.
Apply 474-2259 for ap-
pointrnent.
, •
MAKE 11.25 • per plate
selling Engraved Metal
Social Security Plates.
Free sample. No in-
vestment. Write Gregg
Products, Box 272-H1,
. Lexington, N.C. 27292.
WANTED SALES
representative in West
Ky. area with leading
feed company. College
degree preferred but not
.t• . required. Send resume





Apply in persen o
Vernons, Olympic Pla
from 9 to 9.
MIDDLE' AGE.
housekeeper 4 days
'week. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Must be dependable and
willing to assume all
household respon-





in sales for full time
position. Must be neat,
____ personable and willing
to work. Call for ap-
pointment 753-5141.
WANTED CARPENTER




negotiable. 9-5 call 753-







EMT preferred but will
train other applicants.
Contact manager, 511 N.
4th.











s p'or ta ti on and
references required.






















hours a week. No
phone calls. Apply in
person. Do not apply
from 11-2 or 5-8.
ELDERLY PERSON to






elevator work. This is




FULL TIME sales help -S
a.m.-1 p.m. Apply in
person only between 12
' p.m.-3 p.m. at Sammons
Bakery, Chestnut St.
WANTED SOMEONE to




part time sales eleriv.
Possible full time
benefits. Must apply in























work week. Apply in
person.
a075
Full-Part Time Salesperson for
Missy-Junior Specialty Store. 3-5
days a week Selling and display














No phone calls please.
10. Business Opportunity
BUILDING FOR lease.
Nice 1600 sq. ft. building




Become a dealer. Growth in-
dustry. needs responsible per-
sons for fund raising & sale
-ecru retail cadets. Kodak,
Polaroid, Keystone products
and developing service. Initial
wholesale merchandi,se pur-
chase of $4,990 needed to start.
Call Mr. Hayes 900-441-4511
est. 314 for information.
Amherst Distri. Inc.
."7
14. Want To Buy
FEATHER BEDS - new
higher prices for feather




directions and number -
of-beds. Will pickup. -
WANTED STANDING
timber. We pay top
prices on good quality
timber and will pay cash
or percentage ,your
choice. Call after 6 p.m.
502-489-2334.





and walnut veneer. Will
bivy cut or standing,
small or large track Call
Mel Rhodes, 1-502-527-
1630.
THREE POINT hitch and



























garage. Only one year
old. Must see to believe,
$550. Air conditioner, 2
ton, window unit
compressor, 1 year old,
$300. Freezer, large
chest, $100. Call 762-2666
(8-41, after 6 p.m. 753-
8854.
WEED EATERS, model
507. $43.99. Roto shear
model 2201, $36.50.
- Wallin Hardware, Paris.
. TILLERS chain drive, 5
h.p. B and S engine.
$199.95. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
1950 DODGE, bought new
in Murray. Good con-
dition. 5600. 1974
Motorcycle C-60 Endura
trail bike, $250. White
male miniature poodle,
6 months old, $50. Call
489-2275 before 3 p.m.
RICOH 35 mm automatic
camera. $100 or best
offer. Approximately 10
years old. Bought new in









You don't have to be an engineer or tee-finical person to enter a challenging and
highly rewarding career selling industrial lubricants to businesses right in your
community.
Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food, and manufacturing) or a
'mechanical background helpful. We train you in salesmanship, products, and
applications in a thoroughly professional, company-paid program. Field
training follows, right in your territory.
No investment except your full-time effort, and you get an exclusive, fully-
protected territory with hundreds of prospects for products that repeat and
repeat, year after year. You represent a company on the move; th quality
leader in the lubricant field for over a quarter century.
Feel dead ended? Stop day-dreaming and start building your lucrative career
today, right in your own "area, and be home nights with your family while doing
it.
Act now, while one of our choice territories is still open in your area. Send your
resume, giving experience and personal data. It'll get our prompt attention.
Write: Jim Pruitt
- Sales Personnel Manager
Lubrication Engineers, Inc.
3851 Airport Freeway




blades. Your choice 26",
28" or 30". $5.99 each.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
FRANKLIN fireplace
stove, 8125. Call 753-6446.
FOR SALE: 2- 8000 BTU
Coolerator Air con-
ditioners, still under
warranty - $200 each. 1 -
20 gallon aquarium with
" wrought _ iron
stand, , pump, Un-
dergravellilLer - $35. 1 -
couch in usable. con-
dition - $20. 1 - Schwinn
10-speed man's bicycle
like new - $75. Call 767-
4177.
WE HUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
16. Home Furnishings
G.E. SIDE BY SIDE
refrigerator-freezer.
With automatic ice
maker. Only 2 years old.
Top condition. $350 or




mirror. Like new. $175.
Call 489-2514.
MATTRESS A-ND springs
for bunk bed, like new.
Call after 5 p.m. 753-
5653.
19. Farm Equipment
IF IN NEED of new or
used farm equipment.
Murray Ford Tractor
has it. Call 753-9482 oy
20. Sports Equipment
BARGAIN - Man and
wife retiring from golf.
Offer 2 matched sets
Spalding clubs with cart
bags. sell
separately lint will give
good bargain if both









well, big wheel trailer.






Yamahaguitar, class cal ex-
cellent condition. Call


















Nom. *mood sod opentof •••• 70
v.mrt D. eat sip my .0,110 .71 •70
710.600.





LAWN MOWERS 32 h.p.




SONY STEREO, ' like
new. Call 759-4973.
IP' 3E 30 MI
27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 FLEETWOOD, 3
bedroom, I".2 bath,
expand° living room, all
built-ins. Central heat
and air. Call 753-9969 or
753-7261.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for








1500 SQ. FT. office sPace.
Gas heat and air con-
dition. Half block off
Court House Squar.e.
Call 753-9537 after 5 p.m.
'
BUILDING for rent on
North 641' Highway for
garage or body shop.
Call 753-5618.
31 Want Tn Rent
WANTED TO RENT row crop
Erupt end tobacco hese.
Send rupees*, to Box 32 U.
32 Apartments For Rent
REPOSSF-SSED CON- .
SOLE stereo Take over759-4895.
payments. $19.00 per
month. Call 753-0595..'180 MASSEY Ferguson
diesel tractor with roll





tractor. Also 14' boat
and trailer with 20 h.p.
Mercury motor. Call
489-2490,,.
SIX ROW sprayer, 2 row.
Ford planter, spreader,
three 12" plows, two row
cultivator, disc 7', two









dryers. Call 1-345-2437 or
1-247-0558.
TWO 600 FORDS, 1963
and 1961. Baughman
single fan lime bed. 1968
International backhoe.




bass boat. Trailer, 40 h.
p. Johnson motor. All
accessories. Call 436-
'2369. ,
16 Fr. CATAMARAN sail
boat, 27 It. mast with
main and jib sail. Call
753-1362, 753-3125 or 
753-4029.
-
FOR SALE OR TRADE -
Smith and Wesson 9 mm
• automatic model 39.
New in box. Call 489-2471
after 2 p.m.
16' OUACHITA fishing
boat. 20 h.p. Johnson
, motor. Paris Line
-trailer-. -Shakespeare






Z ITH STEREO, AM-
FM, record player,
excellent condition.
$125. Call 753-471; 
FURNISHED APART-
MENT, near university.
Call Stinson Realty, 753-
3744.




4o children, no pets.
$190 trionth. Call 436-
2103.


















cow. Good condition in
every. way. Call 753-5526.
38 Pets Supplies
FREE - PART









-- ,Sale. Shop around and
then come see us. You'll
save $10.00, $20.00 or
more. All T.V.'s
reduced. Sissons Zenith
Sales since 1962. 19 miles
West of Murray on High-











mobile home, _12 x-62.
Call 753-0551 after 5:30
11.1011111
ST._ BERNARD puppies.








ONE YEAR OLD Pea
Fowl, $25.00 each, Sears








1320 Sycamore. Starts at





CARPORT SALE - April
Saturday. Four miles
S.E. of Murray at corner
of Locust Grove Road
and Dodd Road. Two
maple half beds com-
plete, 5 drawer chest,
standard Royal
typewriter, 8 track tape
player for auto, auto
vacuum, 1,4 h.p. electric




April 1, 8 -6:m. to 3:30
p.m. Living room suite,
odd chairs, tables,
lamps, niattress, baby
bed and other baby
items. Tires, bicycle,
pictures, books,. all sizes
children a.nd,_ qduit
clothing and shoes, toys,
all types odds and ends.
121 South, 3rd road to
right (Neale Road) 3rd
house right. ( Ap-
proximately 2 miles
from town.) In case of
rain sale held following
Saturday.
GARAGE SALE,
Saturday, April 1. Two
oak chairs, ladies suits,
. blouses, robes, all kinds
of clothes in misses 5_  _ _ _
and 7. Air hockey and
other toys. Many 50 cent






shoes, purses, etc._ 1702
Magnolia,
43.Real Estate
DON't DISMAY IF YOU
ARE LOW ON CASH-
we'll arrange the terms
on this well maintained
two bedroom brick with













garage, new carpet, 1
acre wooded lot. Hwy.






Sale. Starts Saturday 9-3









March 25 (not held if
rains p 8:00 - ?. Mahan






Just listed this at-
tractive 3 bedroom, 2
bath home located just
west or Murray city
limits. Home has 36' x
16' greatroom with
fireplace and antique
oak mantle, central heat













How many times have you wished for a
camera to record those wildlife scenes or a big
stringer of fish? Well, here is the camera to fit
your outdoor needs - A 35rrun Pentax Spot-
matic F and 50rnm 
" 
fk 4 lens and 135mm
Ac-
cessories 
inephcoltou le •A ‘ priced to sell! 
eti:k era case, two ccarrying
straps, lens ca• .19 bber eye cup, U. V. filter,
lens brush, and cable release. Will offer in-
stfiuctions and free roll of color film. This op-
portunity won't last long at ONLY 425. Call
Butch at 753-0861 after 6 p. m. Only serious
iliguirhis please.
YOUR SOMEDAY
HOME - Can be yours,
today! Beauty has been
captured in this unique





this hotne in a cla all
by itself. Just liste so
don't delay in letting us










Scenic view of Lake
Barkley, modified A
frame, 3 bedroom, 2
baths, screened por-
ch & deck. 625,000.
Many 'homes and
bui/dfnk sites to






Hwy 68 1 wile west of
Cadir
Open 7 Days
SIX ACRES M-L -.$4800 or
9 acre M-L - $7,200 or
12.8 acres M-L - $13,600
or- pick the amount-, of
land you want.
Remember you come
first at Nelson Sbroat
Co. Realtors, 759-1707.
REALTORS




-ZONED 1(4 or is-rr
aed a lot for multiple
housing? Need property
for offices, restaurant,
drug store, retail sales,
consumer services?
We have listed properly
zoned properities
located north, south,
east for these permitted





and cheery 3 bedroom, 2
bath charmer only 1




price in the 40's. Let a
_in_ of sunshine into
your life and take a look
at this quality home.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222, for







With The Friendly Touch"
Established 'Ladies'
!




for sale. Call for
details. Boyd-Majors




•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE






Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, 'offices, cottages,
mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U BUILD, pre-cut completely ready
to assemble up to 24 i 60. Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Year round home on lake. Beautiful sloping
grounds to water's edge. All weather road, 208'
road frontage. On school bus route, sun deck and
patio, gorgeous view, private canal to boat dock,







1977 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, 5,000 miles, all the
extras, new car trade in.
1975 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, extra clean, new car
trade in.
1973 Chrysler New Yorker, 4 door, all the extras,
new car trade in.
1974 Merearf Montego Brougham, 4 door, extra
clean.
1973 Mazda, air.
1971 Chevrolet Vega, Station Wagon, a little ruff,
special $300.
1972 Chevrolet Kingswood Estate, extra nice,
new car trade in.
1971 Dodge Monaco, extra clean.
1 968 Oldsmobile, double power and air, clean,
special $300.
1971 Pinto, extra clean, new car trade in.
[I* PURDOM
Tol 0th./NOW • Wive"SolikfBNI CUSSOffterS Are Our
Main Concern"









































PROUDLY we rave about
this 3 bedroom brick





freezer, two full baths,
restful patio area with
private brick wall.
State' bricked columns
bring you into the 'drive
to a double 'garage with
automatic openers...




Iral 3E, 31Ell X la 1:0
43 Real Estate 49. Used Cars & Trucks 49. Used Cars & Trucks 51 Services Offered
EX'PRESS LANE 51. Services Offered
IO DOLLARS OR LE99
This modern brick and stone
home Is located only
minutes from Merrily.
Features 3 large bedrooms
will, boat-ins, hying room,
dining room, family room
with fireplace and kitchen
that includes a ceramic top
rope with s•H-cleem oven
and micr•-waue. lath has
marble hob enclosure and
marble top lavatory EXTRA
-3+ acres with born
Want 1 4'11 Acres? Then take
▪ leek en this home located
Os, ail N test minutes from
town. Nice wooded latl
Three SR Brick end Stone.
Large porch and Patio. lots
of closet space. Cent. heat
end Mr. Asking $45,000.
753-3263 Anytime
HAVE PROPERTY TO
SELL? If you've been
thinking of selling, why




from our five full-time
sales represeritatives.
We have clients waiting
to purchase all types of
real estate so let us




make buying and selling
real estate easy for you!
all=1.111.1.1ft
Purdom & Thurman









sell. Reduced to $9,000.
A 4 or 5 bedroom house,
on lot 60 x 450 at 311 N.
7th. Can be made into 2
apartments. Just listed
the 9 acre Midway
Trailer Park with 15
hookups and an extra
nice 3 bedroom house all






Usich Jeffs Shagging Caster
THINKING OF SPRING?
Why not start planning
now for that home on the
lake. We have just listed
2 quality homes in
Panorama Shores, only
10 miles from Murray.
Both. are year-round
homes oh beautiful
woodbi lots. Take ad-
vantage of early season
prices and let us tell you










With The Friendly Touch'.
WOODED BUILDING
SITE ... 4 of the pret-
tiest acres you'll ever
see. Heavily wooded
with big timber. 600'
on Hwy. #1828 West of




ors Real Estate, 105 N.
12th. .
1976 Honda CJ 360 Super Sport, Excellent
Condition - $696
1976 Honda CB550 F Super S Low
mileage, clean - $1,295
1975 Hond&Alk380 Extra Nice, 2,800
miles -
1974 Honda CP360. Extended front end,
Lucas Quartz lights, excellent cond.
8,000 miles - $695
1973 Honda CB450, disc brake, double
overhead cam, nice - $649
1973 Honda CI3350F, 4 cylinder, good
mechanical cond. - $595
1973 Honda CB350F, 4 cylinder, im-
maculate,.16a Miles. Fairing, Jar-
dine, 4 intnWaust - $795
Honda CB125, street bike, we sold it new
last year - $395
1974 Yamaha : Awl 60 cc street bike)
rooks aim es ft - 250.
Overby Honda
801 S. 4th 153-4092
LOOKING FOR that
special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
further! Located in
lovely Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
office , for further
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,






901 Sycamore Alarm, Ky
45. Farms For Sale
'01978 United Feature SynClicate Inc 3 -3 /
BY OWNER-75 acre
farm, 7 room house with
3 bedrooms, utility room
and enclosed back
porch. 1 mile west of
Dexter. Two stock




between 2:30 p.m. - 10
p.m.
46 Homes For Sale
COUNTY ESTATE city
conveniences 2 miles
from city limits 3.3
acres of privacy.
Private lake. Beautiful
wooded park area, barn
suitable for horses, shop
and storage building,
large 2 bedroom house,
fully carpeted lots of
closets and cabinets.
Contractor will expand
to 3 or 4 bedroom to your
spetifications with
commitment. Priced in
low 40's. - Call ,753-9850.
FIVE ROOM HOUSE
with bath. Utility and
large porch. Ready for












central _air and heat.
Extra nice and com-
fortable home. Call 753-
6017 for more details.
BY OWNER new four
bedroom house in
Canterbury. Call 753-




home at 1617 College
Farm Rd. One bath and
carport. $30,000. Call
753-7909 after 4 p.m.
•
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom'
brick home for sale.
Near MSU. Priced in
mid 30's. Call after 5
p.m. 753-9751.
NICE THREE bedroom
older model home witb 2
acres. Three miles West









Psalters - 2'sofas, antique oak rocker, antique bedroom Suite, antique mirror,
antique side chair; wooden chiffarobe, kerosene lamp, old telephone table, an-
tique vases, picture frames, pictures. Modern lamps, step tables, coffee tables,
dining table with 6 chairs - old wash kettle, modern chairs, old irons, etc.
Ebben Electric skillet, can' opener, 6 place setting dishes, mixer,
bowls, glasses, fruit jars, etc.
lisoelleesess time - (set) Child Craft World Books, Hoover Vacuum Cleaner,
2 each 14 ft. sections ladder, 6 ft. ladder, 8 ft. ladder. Boat oars, fishing equip-
ment, 2 new bar stools, mhilbox, radio, small floor buffer, wheels and tires, 2
sections chain link fence with post and fittings. (Huffy riding mower, 2 years
old.) Composition Dolls. Many items not listed.
Terms : Cash
Joe Pat Lambs Auctioneer
1975 VW Ileetie 24-A* 1972 OPAL Raney. Four
miles, excellent con- speed. Good condition.
dition, $2100. 753-5716- Must sell. Call after 8,
753-0453.
1970 CUTLASS Supreme.
His and her gear shift.
Call 436-2407 after 2 p.m.
1973 MONTE CARLO,
extra sharp. Call 753-
0551 after 5:30 p.m.
1966 PONTIAC Le Mans.
Call after 5 p. m. 753-
9956.
1967 EXTRA LARGE
school bus. WAI make
excellent camper. Four
new tires. New exhaust
system.- Will -trade for
1969 pickup truck in
good condition or will
1957 ONE TON flat bed
farm truck with grain






$2450. 1976 Ford Custom





. $550. 1975 HO-nda CB 125
200 Miles, $350. Call. 753-
6202 after 6 p.m.
IDONIT YOU, GOOP M0RN1NG ME4) JUS1 
sell-Call
 436-2116 " 75. - i976 FORD Oisli ton ;WI
BECAUSE THE PRICE OF COFFEE IS 
6644 after 4p. m.
GOING DOWN . It. 
 f--- Omaha bed, newly
1970 DATSUN B-510 
painted and overhauled.
AM-FM radio, $4495.
station wagon. Tape Call 753-9482 
or 
759-4895.
deck, luggage rack, new '
battery. Call 437-4863.
46. Homes For Sale
HOUSE FOR SALE on
one acre lot. Located on
Highway 94 East, only










Rood Bike Very strong per
tormance for 500 cc. sten No




condition. $700. Call 395-
7859.
1974 750 HONDA Wind-
jammer Fairing. Four
into 1 exhaust. New tire..




1976 Model, Sold new March
/977 4 000 arty*/ miles, Mir
dly broken in Has win-
djammer fairing saddlebags,
luggage rock w adjustable
back rest Engine case guards,
cruise control An immaculate
luxury touring bike. SAVE
$1,300 from price of similarly










he new 5,000 miles Nos
windjammer fairing, engine
guard $1650 OVERBY HON-
DA 753 4092
1976 HONDA 750 F Super
Sport. Call 492-8890 after
5 p.m.
1971 500 CC Kawasaki
good shape. Plus
helmet. $675. Call 753-
7869.
FACTORY BUILT 3 rail
motorc-ycle trailer.
Licensed. $175. Call 753-
_8334 after 5.
HONDA C8 75 OF
Super Sport
197-7 Model 5000 miles, clean
as new. Comstor wheels, dual
disc front brake disc rept
brake, 4 into 1 exhaust SAVE
Only 51,750. OVERBY HONDA
753-4092.
1973 HONDA 500 CC. 7,000
actual miles. New tires




2 To choose from One has 4
into one exhaust, 16- rear
wheel Both adult owned,
both GE 1000 Trade ins 51095
11 51295 OVERBY HONDA
753-4092.
SUZUKI, 1975. 550 _GT.
Like new. Low mileage.
$995 or best offer. Call
753-0942.
48 Automotive Service




each. Also jeep draw bar
With two inch ball hitch
and mounting kit. $36.00.
Phone 753-5516.
48 Automotive Service
FOUR WHEEL tires and
wheels. Four 15 x 8, 6
hole .Chevrolet pickup
wheels and 10" tires,
$80.00. Three 15 x 10, 6
hole white spoke wheels
and 10" tires, $75.00.
Two 15 x 8, 5 hole Chevy,
car wheels. Chrome slot
lugs and caps, $40.00.
Call 753-7219 after ,5 p.m.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1973 PORSCHE 914, 1.7
liter engine,- exFellerit-
gas mileage. AM-FM
radio: New 5 speed
transmission.
Removable top, low
mileage. Must sell. Call
. 753-0492.
1970 FORD Galaxie 500.4
door, hardtop, $500. 1971
Dodge station wagon,
new tires, $500. 1968 Olds
2 ocflir---hardtop, $350.
McClure Garage, 401
South 5th Street. Call
day, 753-0170, night 753-


















_ oven, double sink,
pottie. $1125. Call 753-
1566 or 753-4599.
1974 FORD Ranger truck,
black, power and air.
Sharp. Call 753-7791.
197C-D-ATSLIN 280 Z. 4
speed, air\. AM-FM,
22,000 miles, silver and
'black. Excellent con-





1977 CORDOBA, still new.
Less than 9,000 miles.
Loaded good mileage.
$5900. Call 753-7670 after
4:00.
1976 PONTIAC Grand
_ Prix. 18,000 miles. One
owner. White with
burgandy roof. Bucket
seats, tape AM-FM, like
new Michelin tires. New
condition. Call 489-2715.
1975 CHEVROLET, 4
wheel drive. 1976 Ford 4





Sleeps six. Call after 5
p.m. 759-1192.
1963 13' SCOTTY Camper.
Sleeps 4. Sink, stove and
icebox. $600. Call 492-
8359.




1975 GMC pickup, new
tires Call 753-4034.
1977 BUICK Riviera.
Loaded with extras. Low




shape, $750.00 or best








CARLO. May be seen at








Chevrolet 4 wheel drive
pickpup. All power and
air. Call 489-2711.
1974 AMC Matador
station wagon. Call 753-
8963.
1972 EL CAMINO, 327
engine, 275 h.p., power
and. air. Sharp. $2,075.
Call 753-3807.
1971 EL CAMINO, good
-condition. $1595. Call
753-4445.
1975 FOUR WHEEL drive
pickup, $2495. Call 753-
9482 or 759-4895.
HAVE YOU ALWAYS WANTED
A FARM AND STILL BE
CLOSE TO TOWN?
See These Beautiful Home Sites 3 Miles From Town
•Mini farm 3 acres or mons
Restricted area
•Residerttial dirir.lopeneint only, no business and no mobile homes
'Well water
'Illacktop frontage







Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz,. Ky. Call 502-522-
8507.
w,c'0 ecfr




1971 Pop-Ups 05005 off
Al IPS•11 Campers 050" off
This applies to all Campers
purchased before4-1-71.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
Ls the outdoors and the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
special prices make this
remedy easy to take.
Rank financing available.
White's Camper Sales





rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Also have





TRICAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
-7203. 
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall




in my home. Call 753-
0684.
ELECTRIC WIRING





white rock, lime, sand,
decorative rock. Also
free estimates on
parking lot or driveway.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-
4545 or 753-6763._ .
km' YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work needs.
Also septic tank
-cleaning. Call John Lane.




ficient service. No job too





roofs sealed. Call Jack






den, jocks, and pumps 14i51i







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
- 42001. Phone day or
• night 442-7026.
BYARS BROTHERS &





FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310




- stalled-- per "- your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and































Phone 901-247-3964 or 1-
436-2274 or 1-436-2138.




repair your boat dock,
--walkway, etc. Shoreline
Dredging and Pier Co.,
Inc. Call 436-2660.
NEED Encyclopedias?
Call Helen Tidwell, 435-























CLOSED ON THURSDAYS •Hospital
Fri 8 Sal 8-2:30 Calls
*Hair Cuts *Shoves
209 Walnut Street.
Call this number after 5:00 to osIsure
prompt service next day, 753-3685
and night appointments.
For Sale By Owner
On
Camelot Drive
Three bedroom, 2 bath, natural gas, central heat
and air, den with corner fireplace, large cypress
patio, large fenced in backyard. Double concrete




On & Off Road Bikes
1977 Honda XL125, On & Off Road Bike
$550
1973 Honda XL175, Off Road, Kruibbies,
Good Cond. $425 "
1973 Honda XL250, On & Off Road, Ex-
cellent cohditon; :3900 miles. $595
1973 Honda MI4S/4d Cond. $450
1973 Honda CR250, NIotocrosser, nice $550
1975 Honda CR125 Ml, 148 cc Kit, Extra
Nice Dirti3ike $450
1975 Hodaka 125, Ex. cond., Mulloland
Shocks, Alloy Rims $450
1972 Yamaha 125,0n & Off Road, Electric
Start, Extra Nice $395
1975 Honda XR75, 5 Speed Trans., 17"
Front WIle.44, Ex. Cond. $325
1975 114100M, Average $2115
1972 Honda CT7911,14k Speed, Looks and
Runs LikrikdMew. You'll have to
see it to believe it. $325
Honda CT70, Average Cond. $195
Honda 150 MinizTrail, several to choose
from. $75 te.1215
Honda ATC70 3 Wheeler, Extra Nice, and
We Rebuilt the Engine $325
Overby Honda
801 S 4th 153-4092
..41144
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I Deaths and Funerals
Obert Garland's
Rites Held To a
Mrs. Zack Holmes
The funeral for.* Obeli
Garland of 711 Story Avenue,
Miirray, was held-- This -mor-
ning at ten o'clock at the
chapel of the I H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe and the Rev.
Jerrell White officiating.
Music was by the choir of the
Grace Baptist Church. where
he was a inember, with the
Rev. Ronjald ,Hardison as




Henry, Guy Luther, Tellus
McDougal, Milton Outland,
and Dan Billington. Honorary
_ pallbearers were Luther
Downs, Dewey Hall, Hayden
Rogers, and members of his'
School Class at Grace
Church. Burial was in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Garland, age 70; died
Wednesday at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis.




Murray: one niece, Mrs.




Willie B. Alexander-rifttt 
Dudley.  Drive, Murray. died
Thursday at 4:55 p.m. at the
Westview Nursing litTme. He
was 91 years of age and was
preceded in death by his wife..
-Mrs. Bell Edmonds Alexan-
der, in 1940.
Mr. Alexander was a
member of the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church. Born Oct. 4,
1886. in Calloway County, he
was the son of the Late Wyatt
Alexander and Margaret
I Molly Ageline Lee
Alexander. He had resided in
Michigan from 1940 unitl
August 1976 when he and his
sister. Mrs. Myrtle Farless,
who survives, moved to
Murray. One. daughter, Mrs.
Gladys Thomas, died in 1972.
Survivors include four sons,





and Jim Alexander, Flint,
Mich.. one sister, Mrs. Myrtle
Farless. 1412 Dudley Drive.
Murray; fifteen grand-
children including Mrs. Jackie
I Shirley Burkeen and Mrs.
Vic (Joan Miller, both of
Murray: twenty-six great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Heyward Roberts officiating.
Burial will follow in the Hicks
Cemetery..
Friends may call -at the
funeral home after four 'p.m.
▪ In Saturday.
Funeral Saturday
Mrs. Zack ButhaL Holmes
of Hazel Died Thursday at 9:15
a. in. at the Westview Nursing
Home. She was 64 years of
age.
The deceased was a
member of the Hazel Baptist
Church. Born April '6, 1914, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Charlie
Armstrong and Gertie Farless
Armstrong.
Mrs. Holmes is survived by
her husband. Zack, to whom
she was married on Aug. 15,
.1936; one daughter, Mrs.
Jimmy Nancy Rogers, one
son, Bobby Holmes and wife,
Donna, one sister, Mrs. Joe
Gerth al t- Adams,e,-: jrnit -four -
grandsons, Danny and Don
Rogers,' Charlie and Jeff
Holmes, all of Hazel. •
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 2:30 p. m. at the
-Hazel Baptist Church with the
Rev. M. M. Hampton and the
Rev. James Garland of-
ficiating. The Rev. Ron
Harripton will be soloist with
Mrs. „ Oneida White as
organist.
Pallbearers will be Jinitny
and - Howard Armstrong,
Artelle Tucker, Floyd Barrow.
Sam Workman, Ed Elkins,.
and Gillard ( Popeyei Ross.
Burial will follow in the Hazel
Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where
triends may call.
Mrs. Emma M. Blagg
Dies At Hospital
With Rites Today
Mrs. Emma Mae Blagg died
Wednesday at eleven a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 79 y ears of
age and a resident of Benton
Route Three.
Survivors include One
daughter. Mrs. Roy Hurt,
Benton; one sister, Mrs.
Creola Hurt. Benton; three
grandchildren, Mrs. Pam
O'Bryan. Nashville. Tn., Mrs.
Ronna Clevidence, Benton,
and Kerry Hurt, Benton; three
great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
the Rev. .Aubert Rose and. the
Rev. Sammy Fisk officiating.
Burial,will follow in the Gore
Cemetery.
Band Boosters Club To
Meet At Calloway High
The Calloway County Band
Boosters Club will meet
Sunday, April 2, at the band
room following the concert by
the Calloway Choirs and Band
at two p. .m. on Sunday in
Jeffrey gymnasium.
Members ail asked to
please note the change_ in






94 W. Lynn Grove Hwy.
2 Miles On Left
Wholesale Prices or Less!!!
This Special Good Sat.
& Sun Afternoon_
April 1st and 2nd.









































DISCUSS PLANS - Members of Murray Art Guilcrand Tennessee Valley Authority's Land Between The Lakes con-tinue thre:ir plans for the annual LBL Arts and Crafts Show June 24 and 25. Pictured during a planning session thisweek are (from left): Becky Bruce, Ann Wright and Darryl Armstrong, with TVA, Patricia Clark, chairman of publicityfor the festival, Marcella Rung, festival coordinatoi, and Cynthia Peterson, festival treasurer. The festival will be inthe environmental education center area on LBL More information about the upcoming show can be obtained bycontacting the Murray Art Guild.
Blood River Church
Plans Revival Meet
The Blood River Missionary
Baptist Church, loCated -at
Hamlin, will hold a spring
revival starting Sunday, April
2, and continuing through
Saturday „April 8, with the
Rev. Ronnie Stinson
•-Retival Speaker
evangelist to be the Rev.
Ronnie Stinson,. minister of
the Trace Creek Baptist
Church, Mayfield.
Gregg Burton of the Trace
Creek Church will direct the
song service with Martha
Hodge as the pianist. Special
music will be provided
throughout the week..at the
services to begin with prayer
at 7:15 p.m. and services at
7:30 p.m.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Jerry Nors_worthy, invites the
public to attend.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
neon today furnished to the Ledger di
Times by I. M. Simon Co. of Murray areas follows:
Industrial Av.  -399
First Church..,THE NEWS IN BRIEF... Panel Program
By The Associated flress
NATIONAL
LOS ANGELES (API - A ,
37-year-old maintenance man
has been booked for. in-
vestigation of murder in two of
the 13 Hillside Strangler
elayings aftpr big hilrlhand_ 
friend told police he watched
while the man killed three
women.
"It is a major break,"- said
Police Chief Daryl Gates,
"and we're very hopeful that
it will successfully conclude at
least those two and perhaps
'more" of the strangulation
slayings in which the bodies of
female- victims were -dumped
onto roads and hillsides.
Police arrested Peter Mark about the meeting Thursday,Jones, 37, on Thursday at hispis first with an Israeli officialapartment. Neither he nor his: in two months. / _-friend, George Shamshak, has-
been charged.
Shamshak, 27, now being
held at a California prison,
reportedly told police about
Jones and the killings when
questioned in February at
Walpole State Prison in
Massachusetts.
Roman Catholic cardinals,
were invited to spend a half
hour exchanging views with
the president before his
departure today for Nigeria.
There he will be the first
American president to make a
black Africa —the
- WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
Volkswagen Rabbit provides
the best fuel economy with a
40 miles per gallon cityper-
formance. and 53 mpg on the
highway, the Environmental
Protection Agency says.
The EPA said in its final'
listing of gasoline mileage
figures for 1978 that the Honda
Civic, which was rated No. 1 in
1977, dropped to second at 36
mpg in cif driving and 44
mpg on the highway.
The list probably will be the
last in its present form. The
EPA is studying new
procedures to rank autos
because the agency and its
critics agree the mileage
figures do not reflect actual
driving conditions.
INTERNATIONAL
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil
(AP) - President Carter is
concluding his visit to Latin
America by meeting with
Brazilian. champions of
human rights who are critics
of the military government.
The move is not expected to
please his official hosts.
The critics, including two
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) -
Defense Minister Ezer
Weizman flew back to Israel'
today, and Cairo Radio said he
and President Anwar Sadat




The broadcast said Sadat
was writing President Carter
An Egyptian foreign
ministry spokesman said
Weizman's visit did not mein
resumption of "back-and-
forth negotiations," but that
Egypt was giving the Israeli
government a chance,
"maybe the last chance, to
prove that it is changing its
attitude."
ROME ( AP) - The Italian
government will not ransom
kidnapped political leader
Aldo Moro by freeing 15 Red
Brigades terrorists on trial in
Turin, the Christian
Democratic Party says.
"It is not possible to accept
the blackmail coming from
the Red Brigades," the
government party 7 of which
Moro is president - said in
response to a letter from Moro
in which he hinted that
freedom for the terrorists





By Kathy and John Pasco
The -Thieving Magpie
Players are coming to t6wn!
On Saturday, Apr. '1, the
Murray-Callow County'
Community eatre will open
its Educ,atfon Week with an
Pleasant Grove To orginal musical for children of
all ages.
Hear Dr. Mullins The performance, presentedthe T.hteving Magpie
Players, will begin at 10-a.m.
on the stage of, the Cheri
Theater. Admission will be $1
per person with adults ac-
companying a child admitted
ire*. Refreshmeht4 will be
Othdr activities during
Education Week include a
touring show of "Rapunzel"
which will play in each of the
schools, in the city and county,
during the week.
On Tuesday, April 4, there
will be a dinner-theatre for
high school 'students at
Pagliai's. The show, entitled
"Life is a Four Letter Word,"
will be presented at 6:00 and
8:00. Admission is 50 cents
plus dinner.
"The Hare-Raising Tale"
will be presented at 3 p.m. on
Wednesday April 5 at -the
Calloway County Public
-little spring place" of- Aztec and United Methodist Young 
Library. Thursday night-high
---asisemaye4stuati.-maker„„Feoempitml740.44w10..04_446_4 7Tchallas:udentse will present
P ▪ 11•rn.4 - — MS radio on-stereo. -414-,
Airco  40 -14
Air Products unc
American Motors . 5 +
: Ashland Oil . . . 271. -1
AT&T 6Ik4
Ford Motor Co . 451,..unc
Ger. Dynamics . . 43 -Ix..
General Motors . 61'•




Pennwalt . 34,. uric
Quaker Oats  21%.
Tappan  8'. -L.
Western Union • •  16'. unc
Zenith Radio . . . 14k. one
Prices of stock of local interest at men
trIDT,AntlaY, furnished to the Ledger &
Taws by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray. are as follows:
Heublein Inc. . . 251. unc
McDonaldst'orp 4.5x. •
Ponderosa Systems . 16 J.





liardees . 17's. • •










Federal State. Market News Service
March 31, 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
ReportIncludes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts : Act..421 Est. 625 Barrows &
Guts .50 lower saws steady
U911-2 280-230 lbs. . $46.00-46.25 few 46.50
US 1-3 240-240 lbs. 845.50-46.00
US 2.4 240-2601bs 14450-4550
US 3-4200-390 lbs. $43.50-44.50
Sows
US 1-2 274350 lbs 840.00.41.00
US 1-3 300-500 lbs. . . $39.00.40.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs . 840.50-41.50
US I -3 500450 lbs . 641.50-42.50
several at 43.110
US 2-3300-500 In . . . $36.00-39.00
Boar s 77.00-30 00 mostly 2900-3000
The state of Arizona takes its
name from the Spanish version
of the Pima Indian word for
The South Pleasant-tGrove
United Methodist Church will
hear the pastoir, the Rev. Dr.
William P. Mullins, Jr., speak
on the subject, "The Infallible
Evidence" with scripture
from I.uke 24:13-32 at the 10:45
a.m. service on Sunday. April
2.
"Peace Be Still" will be the
selection by the church choir,
directed by Mrs. L. D. Cook,
Jr., with Mrs. Otto Erwin as
organist and Tommy Gaines
as pianist.
Nursery workers will be
Nancy and Hope Simpson. -
At the six p.m. worship
service, Dr. Mullins will speak
on thesubject.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m., Administrative Board
and Youth Choir practice at
four p.m., Children and Adult
Choir practice at five pin.,
Planned Sunday
"World Hunger Issues" will
be the title of the panel
presentations and questions
and answers session slated for
vesper service at the-First-
Christian Church on Sunday,
April 2, from 6:30 to eight p.
m. with the church pastor, the
Rev. David C. Roos, serving
as the moderator.
Panel participates will
include Dr. John Mikulcik,
professor of agriculture,
Murray State University; the
Rev. Robert E. Farless,
associate minister of the First
United Methodist Church; Dr.
Gil Mathis, professor of
economics at MSU, and the
Rev. Robert Brockoff, pastor
of the Immanuel Lutheran
Church.
Each participant will make
opening presentations
speaking from their respec-
tive disciplines to the topic of
world hunger, and Fill field
questions from t1le-a4dienCe.
A colored film strip an4
cassette will be shown
depicting emphasis of the
Bread for the World
movement, according to Dr.
Roos, who invites the Public to
attend and participate in the
discussion.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m., up 0.2.
Below dam 327.5, down 0.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 335.9 up
.0.1.
Below dam 331.8, down 0.4.
FLuiCHOOL )ncH mEnu 
Menus for the lunchrooms at
the various schools for the
week of April 3 to 7 have been
released by Glincia Jeffrey
and Joanna Adams, food
service directors for the
Murray City Schools and
Calloway County Schools
respectively. They are subject




SON - Monday - hot dogs,
creamed potatoes, peaches,
peanut butter cookie; Tuesday
- chicken, green peas, sweet
potatoes, cranberry sauce,
rolls, and -jelly.; Wednesday. -
sloppy Joe, corn, applesauce,
chocolate cake; Thursday., -
hamburger, french fries, fruit
-gelatiii, cookie; Friday - ehili-
with sandwich, crackers, fruit
salad, chocolate chip cookie.
MURRAY MITIDLE -
Monday - corn dogs or ham-
burger, chke; Tuesday - pizza
or -barbequed beef sandwich,
cookie; Wednesday - turkey
and gravy or hamburger,
rolls, jelly; Thursday - tacos
or pizza, cookie; Friday - chili
with sandwich or hamburger,.
cake. Fruits and vegetables
are served daily.
MURRAY HIGH - Monday
- fish sandwich,' sausage and
biscuit; Tuesday - pizza,
sloppy Joe; Wednesday -
chicken, beef, and gravy;
Thuriday - tacos, barblqued
turkey sandwich; Friday -
chili and sandwich, ravioli.
Hamburgers, hot dogs, chef
salad, and variety of fruits




SOUTHWEST - Monday -
pizza, peanut, butter and
crackers, tossed salad, fresh
fruit; Tuesday - submarines,
lettuce, potato chips, sliced
peaches,. cake; Wednesday -
sliced beef and gravy, green
peas, buttered potatoes, rolls,
jelly; Thursday - fried
chicken, creamed potatoes,
green beans, cranberry sauce,
rolls, jelly; Friday - chili,
sandwich, fruit cup, cookie.
Hamburgers. served on
Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday, and hot dogs on
Tuesday and Thursday.
CALLOWAY HIGH -
Monday - hamburgers, turkey
and gravy, submarines,
french fries, creamed sweet
potatoes, green pea salad,
salad bar, cranberry sauce,
celery stick on lettuce,
bination salad,, yellow
Ifte-with. white. icrolLsi_
mock ice cream; Tuesdey
hamburgers, pizza, corn dogs,
tater tots, kraut, blackeyed
peas, salad bar, cold slaw,
combination salad, congo
bars, fruit, corn bread;-
Wednesday - cheeseburgers,
chuckwagon sandwich,
spaghetti, french fries, green
beans, buttered potatoes,
salad bar, gelatin salad,
combination salad,
cheesecake, peanut cluster,
french bread; Thursday -
hamburgers, chili dogs, fried
chicken, .creamed potatoes,
lima beans, french fries, salad
bar, slaw, sliced cucumbers
and onion salad, donuts, diced
pears, rolls; Friday - ham-
burgers, taco salad, soup with
pimento cheese, french fries,
whole kernel corn, baked
beans, salad bar, pineapple
slice on lettuce with cheese,
raw carra, celery, green
pepper ring and cauliflower
with dip, chocolate cake,
peanut butter and cornflake
cookies.





7th 5 Main - Downtown kanoli
(Opening In August)
715 So. 12th St. - Murray South Officio
meet.
•• ,••••  INMI
Safe Buy-Reliable Used Cars
All local Area Trade Ins
Excellent Duality-Priced To Sell
1972 Chrysler Newport Custom, 4 door like new, $1250.
1972 Buick LaSaber Custom, 2 door hard top, extra clean, $1250.
1973seontiac Catalina Station Wagon, like new, $1350.
4-934J00644 ,4•41444r464-equipped-,42950,-
1974 Cougar XR7, bucket seats, full power and air, $2950.
1974 Chevrolet Impala, 4 door, fully equipped, $2375.
1974 AMC Hornet, 2 door, automatic transmission, air conditioner,$1475.
1975 Chevrolet Monte Carlo, loaded, $3350.
LOTS OF TRUCKS'
1976 Toyota, automatic transmission, air conditioner, topper.
1975 Toyota, 4 speed, topper, long bed.
' 1974 Toyota, 4 speed, air conditioner, topper.
1975 Datsun, topper. '-
1-974 Datsun, air conditioner, topper.
1975 Ford, Short Bed, automatic, power steering and air.
1975 Chevrolet 3/4, 4-wheel drive, automatic, power and air conditioner.
1973 Ford 3/4, automatic transmission, air conditioner.
Many other Cars and Trucks to select from.
For better quality - Better prices sic..





515 South 12th St. Murray, Ky. 7$3-$761
•
